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OHAPT&K I 
INTRODUCTION
Beginning ae a private enterprise, it (business 
education^ has gradually grown out of this (private) 
doainanoe a M  has entered a period of public control. 
Beginning with a very limited training in clerical stMies, it has developed to Include instruction in 
the several broad fields of commercial activity.
Beginning as a special class in the regular classical high schoolsI it has been segregated into separate 
departments and schools of commerce. Beginning In 
opposition to the apprentice system, and hence opposed 
by commercial enterprise, it has established co-oper­
ation between the schools and commerce. Beginning as 
a phase of the regular work of the public day school, 
it has extended to include evening classes and part- 
time work. Beginning, in common with other vocational education, with a laisses fairs policy in regard to the lives of those it trained, it is now committed 
to vocational guidance.^
The very rapid advancement of business education within 
the last fifteen years has made keeping abreast of changes 
in the program exceedingly difficult. Surveys, scientific 
studies and other awthods of gathering information concerning 
national, state, county, and local problem have been the vexy 
basis for the phenomenal growth and development of our educa­
tion system. Information aids in the solution of problems 
%n& the solution of problems is indicative of the progress 
being made.
Schools (New York; Appleton-Oentury-Crofts, Inc., 19^3), p. 11,
The Purpoee
At present« is In the past, business education is being 
criticised tor various reasons : lack of satisfactory objec­
tives, poorly organised curricula, a vague business education 
philosophy a M  Inadequately trained personnel* That these 
criticisms are true In part Is not to be denied a M  no attempt 
will be SAde to debate these Issues,
The fundamental purpose of this study Is to gather, 
compile, and present data on the present status of business 
education In Montana public high schools and to make such data 
available to those endeavoring to Improve the business educa­
tion status.
The next ten years will see many changes and Im­
provements In business education, particularly on the 
secondary school level* Current trends show that a 
transformation Is taking place which will result In 
increased enrollments In business subjects, Increased 
financial mitlay for equipment and facilities, and 
significant changes In curriculum and objectives, and 
a new faith In an ec^phasls on msearch*^
Because business Itself la dynamic. It Is 1 ^ native 
that business education be continually li^roved and adapted 
to changing conditions. The content and activities of many 
of the academic subjects have bee (me comparatively well stand­
ardised through many years of refinement and study; however, 
the needed activities in the department of business education
2john J, whltoraft, "Criteria for Selecting Equipment,* 
UBGA Forum* 5*20, May, 1950.
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are not only of reoent origin bat In a et ate of oonstant oWmge 
There has been a growing awarenees that the high school ehoald 
examine the content of its carrlcalam# review its objectives, 
end consider its results in evaluating the existing system in 
relation to subject importance, pupil needs and development, 
and employment opportunities.
Specifically, the purpose of this study is to present 
us accurately as possible a delineation Cf the present status 
of commercial education in Montana publio high schools during 
the years 19# to 1931. In order to accomplish this purpose 
attention will be directed to the following points of interest;
1. Training, experience, salaries, and professional 
organisation membership of commercial teachers.
2. Ourrioulum offerings and class enrollments of com­
mercial subjects.
3. Analysis of standards, materials, methods used in 
the teaching of bookkeeping, shorthand, and typewriting.
The Importance
Before a school system can improve the status of its 
commercial educaticm, the weaknesses and deficiencies within 
the system must first be detected. Oommon complacency is 
often the strongest element contributing to deficiency in a 
school system. This condition is not necessarily due to the 
inertia of school personnel but may be due to the lack of
4
knowledge available to administrator# and Inetruotore.
The m*rlts of a aurvej ean be Justified on the basis
of Its revelation of Information that ultimately sets In oper-
atlcm positive programs to overoome reoognlsed weaknesses and 
shortoomlngs. It is the Interest and consideration extended
by administrators and instructors after reviewing the dls-
olosed Information that yields Justification and Importance 
to a survey.
It Is fully recognized that much more extensive re­
search Is needed before any definite cmcluslon# of the effec­
tiveness and adequacy of the present status of business educa­
tion any be reached, to learn what Is being accomplished 
under present high school pr<%rams is a prerequisite to recom­
mendations for iB^roveraent.
the Information In the State Department of Public 
Instruction In Helena, Montana Is not In a form suitable for 
detailed statistical analysis. For all Interested persons to 
locate, tabulate, and analyse State records and reports Is 
hardly feasible.
National surveys render little Information to persons 
Interested In local oondltltms. Seldom can material be found 
In publications that concerns the very small high schools.
In searching for help in Its program of business 
education, the small school often turns to current 
literature only to find Its problems discussed In 
terms of the larger school system. Moat articles
dtâllng with business eduoaSlon mesum the teacher 
Is serving In a large high school with a considerable 
number or at least four or five business teaohers; 
with a shorthand, bookkeeping, and possibly a mer* 
ohandlsing and clerical ourrloulum, with a guidance 
director, and local chamber of commerce and other 
service organizations which can participate in the 
development of such a program.2
The Scope
This study is limited to public high schools within 
Montana, The data presented are of senior high schools with 
gmdes nine through twelve or ten through twelve.
All teachers and administrators who were teaching one 
or more commercial courses during the first semester of the 
1950-1951 school year are included in this study. No attempt 
was made to limit the study to teachers with commercial teach­
ing majors or minors inasmioh as many instructors were teach­
ing commercial courses who did not have any conmercial educa­
tion backgrounds.
Because many of the scalier schools present their 
commercial course offerings in alternate years, the range of 
two years, 1949-1950 and 1950-1951» was covered in order that 
all the commercial offering® could be included.
^Elizabeth T, Van Derveer, "Business Education in the 
small High School," IM. Jdumil Business Education. 24:11, 
May, 1949.
Limitations
Whsn dealing with suoh a broad subject as business 
education, a survey cannot be considered complete in all 
respects. That there la no limit on possible topics of inter­
est which may be included is such a survey beooms apparent 
after one attempts to organise and evaluate findings; however, 
the limitation mount when reliable references are sought to 
support alleged statistics.
The original Intent of this study was to include an 
analysis of teaoher preparation for instruction of commercial 
ccuMes. The author spent several days in the Certification 
Beotian of the State Department of Public Instruction attempt­
ing to find adequate information to justify summarizing the 
status of teacher training. When the results were tabulated 
and reviewed, it became apparent that a true representation 
of teacher training status was not available. T M  results 
obtained concerned only those teachers who had recently entered 
the teaching profession rather than a representative selection. 
The earlier the teacher had filed for a certificate, the less 
chance that the college transcript was enclosed in the port­
folios containing personal records.
The current information for tUie study was extracted 
frof* Form A Reports and questionnaires, copies of which are 
included in the Appendix. Of the two, the reports provided
7
the moat aoourate Information. A# stated by Good, Mrr, and 
Soatea, reports tnve their merits In the faot that the Inform- 
tion is usually more objeotlve, responses are similar and 
periodically suWltted through expulsion, and there is a 
greater coverage of topics.^
The questionnaire» as applied to this study, projected 
many llmitatlms. The greatest limitation vas the percentage 
of returns which, though relatively high as compared to other 
questionnaire returns, was capable of presenting an inaccurate 
picture if all the unreturned forms revealed opposite trends 
from those received. An equally eevere limitation was the 
possibility that upholding school esteem may have been more 
motivating than supplyii^ accurate information. To encourage 
truthful replies both the original letter of transmittal and 
the follow-up letter stated that informtion received would 
be kept confidential and in no %my attributed to any school 
system. Another limitation was the subjective nature of some 
of the quasticms.
Definition of Terwi
OosBBeroial instructor I a secondary school instructor 
teaching one or more commercial classes with no reference
Carter V. Cood, A. 3. Barr, a M  Douglas I. Bcates,
The Methodology of Educational Research 
Century-Croîis. Inc., PP. 33>3^.
(Sew fork: Appleton-
8
©ad© to the teaoMng major# and minors or oolleg© credit# or 
degree# held.
high eotiool 8 that part of the publie eohool system 
which follows the usual elementary school and composed of 
grades nine through twelve or ten through twelve,
m U M Z  SXSM} refers to one of the twelve 
divisions of the secondary school subjects such as English, 
history, or physical education.
Subject: a sub-dlvlslon of the above definition. In
the subject matter field of commerce such subjects as type­
writing, shorthand, and bookkeeping are included.
gourst offerings ; the name of the subject with no 
reference to Its content,
gurrloulum: a prescribed course of study; a combin­
ation of subjects.
î s M ^ m  m l S L  m  m  a m m m :
forty or more college credits Including bookkeeping (account­
ing) shorthand, typewriting, and methods courses.
m W u c  M  Malnigji m  aammEm*
thirty or more credits In either stenography alternate requir­
ing shorthand, bookkeeping, and typewriting plus method courses 
or typewriting alternate requiring typewriting, bookkeeping, 
and method courses plus eight selected credits.
CHAPTGK II 
aSVIhW OP KKLATgD RESEAROH
Outstanding studiea In the field of oomaeroial eduoa* 
tion in other states have been oonduoted by Dr. £. 0, Blaok- 
atone^ in the State of Iowa and by Dr. K, J. Weeraing^ in the 
State of Minnesota. Although both of these studies were made 
prior to 1930, they are frequently referred to in writings 
eonoeming oommeroial eduomtiw.
Oommeroial education in Montana has reoeived little 
attention from a researoh standpoint, the most extensive 
study was JMde twenty-two years ago and only limited researoh 
has followed. In I929 Miss Della lomg^ made a survey of 
oommeroial eduoatlon in Mceitana high schools attempting to 
determine the extent of commercial education in Mcaitana, the 
administrative and curricula organisation of comoeroial sub­
jects, the qualifications of teachers, and the subjects taught
0. Blaoketone, "Status of Oommeroial Muoation in 
the Secondary Schools of Iowa," University of Iowa Extension Bulletin Number 114, College of Education Series, Iowa City, 
March li, 1926.
^F. J. Weersing, "A Study of Certain Aspects of Commer­
cial Education in the Public High Schools of Minnesota," 
(unpublished Doctor*s dissertation. University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, 1927),
^Della A, ïoung, "A Survey of Oommeroial Education in 
Secondary Schools of Montana," (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Colorado State Teachers College, Greeley, 1929).
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by oommeroial Instimotore. Her purpose va# to gather data 
whleh eottld be ueed to aid the proepeotlve teaohers a M  admin- 
letrator# In preparing future oareera.
The Infox^atlm for her survey vas gathered through the 
distribution of a questionnaire to all high schools throughout 
the State which taught one or more oommeroial courses* In 
addition to the questionnaire vhloh vas a rather extensive 
three-page single spaced mimeographed solicitation, a letter 
of transmittal and two follow-up letters were sent. A total 
of eighty-two returns, or about elghty-flve peroent, of the 
mailed questionnaires were returned. State Department statis­
tical reports such as Form A Reports utilised In the present 
study m»re not a souroe of data In Miss Toung*# survey. Only 
those teaohese that were listed In the State Departmnt files 
as commercial teachers were mailed questionnaires.
Comparative analysis between the two studies is swe- 
idmt hindered by the varied mwthod# of classifying the data. 
The enrollment breakdown In the 1929 study was In sequence of 
<Mie hundrad pupils as compared to the graduated grwpe as 
inaugumtsd by Bames ami used throughm&t the present study. 
Â8 stated on page sixteen, It Is believed a clearer and more 
meaningful picture could be obtained by grouping together
^Antrim E. Barnes, Jr.. * Educational Offerings In 
Montana Hl#i Schools, 1945-194?,• (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Mcmtana State University, Missoula, 1946), p. 19.
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those eehoole whose enrollments are more nearly equal*
No attempt will be made at this tlms to summarize the 
findings of Miss Young's survey but mther pertinent inforsm- 
tion will be inserted at relevant points tW-oughout the Mmaln* 
Ing ohapters*
h survey of oommeroial eduoatlon was made In Wyoming 
In 1932 by Aebly*^ while more recent then the above mentioned 
study, still nearly a score of years have passed and ooapaiE^- 
tive statistical analysis yields little to accurate summaries. 
The method, organization, and presentation followed very closely 
that used by Miss Young, (gestionnaires were sent to sixty- 
six high schools of whioh approximately seventy-one percent 
responded. Only those schools offering commercial courses
were included In the study.
6Oolvin m ^ e  a study of commercial education in the 
State of Colorado in the same year as Miss Young. Similarly, 
a four-page rather complex questicmnaire was sent to one 
iwndred forty schools. Of that number, one hundred forty or 
one hundred percent of the schools returned the forms. Thirty 
conclusions and reçommendatiws were made In the first portion
%elena F, Aebly, *A Survey of Commercial éducation In the Secondary Schools of Wyoming,* (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Colorado State Teachers College, Greeley, 1932).
^A. 0, Colvin, *C(mmeroial Education in the Secondary 
Schools of Colorado," (unpublished Master's thesis, Colorado 
State Teachers College, Greeley, 1929).
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of the eurvey followed In the later ohapters by a statietloal 
analyeie. The material warn not redaoed to eohool elzee bat 
wa# presented In total figoree*
Of a m oM reoent date and pertaining more to this 
partlottlar sarvey, a study was m & 9  In 1948*1949 of business 
eduoatlon In the small Montana hl#i schools under the aaspl* 
oles of the United A&slnees Muoation Assoolatlon Researoh 
FOundatlm,^ Two hundred ten questionnaires were mailed to 
business tesohere throughout the state and one hundred eight 
were returned. Tim large sohools with over three îuindred 
pupils were oWLtted from the tabulations.
^Survey by Montana United Business Eduoatlon Associa­
tion Researoh Oomraittee» “Survey of Business Eduoatlon In the 
Small Montana High Schools," National EÉMMJLLmQuarterly. 18:1>-18, Spring, W3o.
GHAPTKR III 
SURVEY PROCEDURE 
Sotiro# of Data
The Information revealed In thle etudy Is the result 
of an analysis of reports, oonfldentlal reoords, and question­
naires.
Of the two most prominent souroes of data, reports and 
questionnaires, the foraer yields the wider eoverage of ooa* 
aerolal éducation personnel. Prom Mr. William King's Office 
In the Montana State Department of Public Instruction, the 
form k High School Reports for the school years 19^9«1950 
and 1950-1931 were canvassed. This source was believed to 
be the most accurate and authentic of the material used In 
this study for It Is from this form which Is of state-wide 
coverage that school appropriations are made. There is, 
however, one disadvantage encountered when curriculum or 
course offerings are analyzed from these reports— only the 
first semester offerings of the school year arc represented 
and variations from these offerings must be found fr<m other 
sources.
A questionnaire was prepared with the assistance of 
Dean Linus Carle ton of Mcmtana State University 3eh<M>l of 
Education and Mrs. Brenda Wilson and Miss Alvhlld Martinson
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of the Comsserolal Department of the School of Business Admin­
istration of Montima State University. The questionnaire was 
In two parts, one to be co%>leted by teachers of commercial 
courses and dealing with professional status and a second part 
to be filled out by the high school principal with the assis- 
tmie# of commercial Instructors. This later part was comprised 
of questions concerning bookkeeping, shorthand, tyimwrltlng, 
and basic business ccnarses.
One month after the mailing date of the original 
questionnaire, a follow-up letter was sent to all high school 
principals who had not previously returned the questionnaire. 
Because some of the data revealed on the Fora A Reports on the 
professional status of teachers In one of the largest schools 
in the state was not In accord with data supplied by the 
majority of the other schools, a special letter was sent to 
that high school which employs the lai^est number of commer­
cial teachers In the state; however, no reply was forthcoming.
Of the one hundred slxty-nlne high schools to which 
questionnaire# were mailed, seventy-six percent or one hundred 
twenty-nine of the schools replied. Of the two hundred 
eighteen commercial teachers Included In this study as taken 
from the Form A Reports, one hundred fifty-nine of these 
teachers were represented In the questionnaire returns.
An effort was m d e  to restrict all source material 
In this study to the most recent publications so that the most
15
modern trends In oommerolml education could be reflected.
Recording the Data
form 4 lE22E$ft* fir» sheets of fourteen columnar 
analysis paper were used In recording the data from form A
Reports for 195Û-1951 which were filed In the Office of the 
High School Supervisor, State Department of Public Instruction, 
Helena, Montana. In the large Itemising spaces of the analysis 
paper the names of all instructors teaching one or more com­
mercial classes were listed. The small columns Included 
Information concerning the orofeeslonal status of the Instruc­
tor— the present degree held, schools attended, years of 
teaching experience, teaching majors and minors, and salaries 
received. The remaining small columns Included the course 
offerings, the number of pupils enrolled In classes, and the 
total hours of teacher training the Instructor has received 
in the field pertaining to the class being taught.
following exactly the same procedure as described 
above, the forms for 1949-1950 were examined and tabulated.
The primary purpose for recording 1949-1950 data was to eval­
uate course offerings as compared to 1950-1951 offerings 
since smaller schools often present different courses In 
alternate years. Also the authenticity of Information on 
profesalonal status for one year could be checked against 
that listed for the other year.
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Oontmry to popular Wllefe among administrât ora, the 
Form A Reporta are not ooEÇ»letely atandmrdlmed. Although the 
High School Supervisor oooaalonally returns the form to Ita 
original source for oorreotlona or additions, sometimes the 
material remain# omitted, The terminology used In designating 
course offerings in different schools is subject to interpm* 
tatlon as is the designation of the extent of the course; i.e, 
what some schools list as Typing I and Typing II, others list • 
similar courses as Typing 11 and Typing 12 or Typing I and 
Typing III,
form A Reports for 19^-1950 and 1950-1951 were analysed
to derive course offerings as presented in Chapter V; however, 
Inasmuch as these reports denoted only first semester offer­
ings, the information on returned questionnaires was checked 
for further offerings although only two additions were made 
to the course offerings as listed on the Form A Reports,
Organisation for Tabulating Material
The first criterion for meaningful presentation of 
tabulated material was the designation of categories in which 
information could be arranged. While It appears that the 
majority of studies In Montana have accepted the groupings 
designated by Montana school laws which classify schools 
according to district population into first, second, and
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third olaes and oouiity sohool#,^ thla procedure did not merit 
usage in the present study. Pundasentally, the determining 
factor designating categories would appear to be school else 
rather than district size and population. For example, under 
second Glass schools both Havre High School with an enrollment 
of three hundred ninety-one students and Geraldine High School
with forty-five students would be in the same category. Simi­
larly, in the case of county high schools, both Missoula 
County High School with an enrollment of 1,310 students and 
Jefferson County High School with an enrollment of sixty-one 
students would be included in the same category.
After due consideration, the procedure followed by
Barnes was selected and followed throughout this study.̂  The
classification of school groups was determined on a basis of
school enrollment in the following categories*
Group I ..... Over 350 pupils 
Group II .... 151 to 350 pupils 
Group III ... 76 to 150 pupils
Group IV .... 4l to 75 pupils
Group V ..... Under 41 pupils
Most of the tables presented throughout the remainder 
of this study will be divided into the school groups as listed 
above.
In addition to the breakdown of schools according to
Sections
2
s^î&3%^an3*l821^^* ***** 1941, Chapter 95,
Barnes, loo, oit.
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enrollment*. It wis deemed ndvle ible that a further division 
ehould be mad# regarding inetruotore since this study includes 
all instructors teaching one or more commercial classes with* 
out discrimination to teaching majors or minors. Shis problem 
was met by tabulating some findings in terms of instructors 
teaching two or less commercial classes which were probably 
fill-in or supplemental teach* re in the commercial departments, 
and those teachers teaching three or nore classes who are 
recognized as regular commercial teachers trained in that 
field.
The data presented in the tables throughout this study 
represent tabulations from Form A Reports, questionnaires, and, 
in some instances, a combination of information from the reoorts 
and questionnaires. The number of schools represented in the 
tables vary according to the number of schools replying to 
specific questions in the questionnaire. In several tables 
the total frequencies do not correspond to the number of schools 
included in the table due to multiple replies to some questions, 
for the same reason the totals of percentages often emeed 
one hundred percent.
Table I based upon information from 1930-1951 form A 
Reports shows the division of schools according to the group­
ing procedure as presented on the preceding page. Table II 
presents additional information regarding teachers included 
in this study.
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Group I, containing the largest high schools in Montana, 
is comprised of fourteen high schools with enrollments over 
three hundred fifty pupils. The fourteen high schools in this 
group, or eight percent of the one hundred seventy-six schools 
included in this survey, enroll 10,792 pupils or about forty- 
four percent of the total enrollment of all five groups. 
Ohristman found the enrollment of the same fourteen high 
schools in 19^9-1950 to have 11,075 students^ or one hundred 
twenty-three more than the present enrollment.
While it is possible to total the number of students 
in various commercial Glasses from Form A Report enrollment 
figures, it is not possible to state the total number of the 
10,952 students enrolled in Group I schools that were taking 
commercial classes because of the possibility of some students 
being enrolled in two or more commercial classes.
Group II includes schools enrolling from one hundred 
fifty-one to three hundred fifty pupils. Twenty-five schools 
or twenty-two percent of the schools in this survey are in­
cluded within thla group. The average number of teachers 
employed by the twenty-five schools was thirteen. Twenty- 
nine of the commercial teaciwira in this group taught three
^Oharles Christman, "Subject# Taught in Combination 
with Mathematics by Montana Public Secondary School Teachers 
During the 1949-1950 School Tear with '% Partial Analysis of 
the Qualifications of These Teachers," (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Montana State University, Missoula, 1950), p. 14.
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01* more olae**# wiille only two teaohera tauglit lea» than three 
eleeeee in eomwrolel work,
Oroup III with enrollment# ranging from eeeenty*#ix to 
one nandred fifty-one etadente# totaled 4,807 etudente or 
about nineteen peroent of the total earvey eoverage. The 
averm# enrollment of forty-five eohoole waa about one hun­
dred #1% etedefits. Teaching these etodente were three hun­
dred elxty-one teaohera, forty-nine of whloh were teaching 
commercial olaeeea. Of the forty-nine teacher#, forty-three 
taught more than two commercial claeeee per day and ei% in­
struct ore taught two or leee claeeee In comoerce,
droop IV, having an enrollment of 2,305 etadente or 
about nine percent of all students in this survey, was desig­
nated a# that group yh<me enrollments ranged from forty-one 
to seventy-eie etcdente, forty-two school# in thle group 
with an average enrollment of fifty-five students comprise 
approximately twenty-four percent of all high eohoole in 
Montana covered in this study* Of the two hundred thlrty#one 
teacher# in this group, forty-four taught at least caw commer- 
oial class. %lrty-nine taught more than two commercial olascee 
and five taught two or lee# commercial classes,
group V, having the largest nuwibsr of eohoole of the 
five designated groups, contained fifty schools with enroll­
ments und«r forty-one etudonte. Only 1,273 etudent# or five 
percent of the total enrollment of eohoole in thle study attend
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th#8$ fifty eohoole whloh had an average enrollment of about 
twenty-elx puplle. The average number of teaohere per eohool 
In thle group vme four. Twenty-five peroent of the Inetruotore 
taught at least one oommerolal course, the highest peroentage 
of all designated school groups.
Teacher Training
As prevlwsly stated, one of the original objectives
of this survey was that of analyzing the preparation and
qualifications of commercial teachers. However, as evidenced
In the following discussion, available Information did not
warrant presentation of the limited findings. Other survey
hstudies reveal that similar problems were encountered and 
It Is believed that only a study limited to teacher tmlnlng 
rather than an attee^t to cover other problems In a selected 
field of study would merit the time and research required for 
a meaningful analysis.
The most authentic method of obtaining necessary Infor­
mation regarding teacher preparation appeared to be through
#
records located In the certification files In the State Depart­
ment of Public Instruction. Two major problems were encoun­
tered during the attempt to gather the information required 
to review teacher training.
^Ibid pp. 16-21.
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FlreS, the locating of personal •pockets* or portfolios 
containing Information relevant to teaoher certification poised 
a major problem. After a conference with Mrs. B. Schmidt, 
Certification Clerk, permission was obtained to go into the 
large vault containing the •pockets" and inspect the confidenti 
records, The locating of the ■pockets" proved extremely dif* 
floult. To locate the name in the card Index that Indicated 
wWre the personal records could be fcHJund in the vault proved 
somewhat challenging* Many of the women teachers had married 
since obtaining their original certificate and thus the names 
on the form A Renwts which provided the list of commercial 
teaoWrs to be investigated did not conform with the names 
listed in the card index. After the card was located, often 
personal data had to be traced through two or more "pockets", 
each having to be opened to see if the college transcript was 
enclosed.
Secondly, after locating ^ e  "pockets", the problem 
of not finding a transcript projected another barrier to the 
analysis of teacher training. While approximately one hundred 
fifty "pockets" were found, only ninety-six transcripts were 
enclosed, the large majority representing the graduates of 
Montana state Institutions in very recent years. Records 
for instructors with many years of experience were seldom 
found and thus a true representation of teacher preparation 
could not be tabulated. Of the records found, some imre
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r®oord«d on a basis and some on a quarterly basis.
After reviewing the information gathered from the four day 
searoh, the problem of analysing the preparation and training 
of oommeroial inetruotore was abendwed.
OHAPIER IV
PROPaaaiORAL STATOS OP COMMERCIAL TEACHERS
The upgrading of buelnees teeohlng pereomael hae 
been hampered by dleeialXarlty in etate oertlfloatlon 
requiremente# by low ealarlee, by laok of olose aeeo- 
eiatlon with buelnee# mn, by ourrleula etrcmgly In- 
fluenoed by aoMemlo. tradltlme, and by laok of oooo- patlonal eaq^erlenee.^
The material preeented In thle ehapter le not omolu-
elv# nor le It Intended to deal with all the major pointe of
Intereet In the etatue of oommeroial teao&wre. It le hoped#
however# that what flndlnga are preeented will aid admlnle-
t rat ore and Inetruotore In evaluating ttui preeent etatue of
oommeroial eduoatlon In the eyetem la whloh they are e#loyed.
The dleoueelon of the material to be preeented in thle
ohapter will be preeented In the following sequence:
Teacher Experience
Teaching E^qperlenoe In Secondary Sohoole Teaching Experience of Commercial Claeeee In 
Secondary Sohoole 
Occupational Esqmrlenoe of Ccmmerolal Teaohere
Teacher Quallfloatlceis
Teaching Majors of Commercial Teacher#
Teaching Minors of Ccmmerolal Teacher# 
field In Which Degrees are Held 
Type of Degree# Held by Commerolal Teacher# 
Location of College# Whloh Cranted Degree Held 
by Oommeroial Teacher#
Business Education. Mlntli Yearbook of the 
TeaoWr# Aeeoclatlo McKee Flak, Chairman 
and Editor# 194)# p. 94.
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Profemmlonml Organisation Memb#r#hip 
Salaries
Teaoher Bxperisno#
liitMaft E m m i W m  la is&9M».g âsàsalâ* ^or« a 
Reports provided the soiiroe t r m  whloh the Information oon- 
earning teaoher experlenoe was tabulated. By using only the 
teaohere from whom questionnaire replies were reeelved* a 
oomparlson was made of the length of time teaohere have taught 
oommeroial oourses as revealed In the questionnaire as against 
total numWr of years of teaohlng esperlenoe recorded In 
the fowR A Reports*
The above method of oomparlson was adopted after It 
became apparent that the total teaohlng eaperlenoe and the 
total oommeroial teaohlng experlenoe must be based on the 
same group of Instructors. The average of the two hundred 
eighteen teaohere listed on the form A Reports would not be 
the same as the average of the one hundred fifty-nine teachers 
cm the Same report that were selected because of their response 
to the questlmnalre. for example, to Include the years of 
service of the teachers In the previously mentioned large 
high school whloh did not respond to the questionnaire would 
have a tendency to raloe the average number of yeirs of exper­
ience since the average length of service of the eight teachers 
In that school was approximately thirty-two years. Thus an
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«rs*ofieou8 analysis would b© obtained if the averages of all 
teachers were compared with just those who returned the ques* 
tionnaire.
As a miscellaneous notation to this study. It was 
found that the teacMrs with the longest teaching experience 
tended to be more reluctant to respond to the mailed question­
naire t M n  were teachers who were relatively new In t W  pro­
fession. Approximately eighty-three peroent of the teachers 
with less than eight years service responded to the question­
naire while twily sixty-nine peroent of the teaohere having 
eight or more years of teaching experience returned the fomos.
From the informâti<m presented in Table III, it may be 
noted that over fifty peroent of the one >mndred fifty-five 
teachers have less than five years experience. The interval 
containing the lai^est number of commercial teachers is made 
up of teachers who entered the profession during the present 
school year. Tlmt the majority of commercial teachers are 
f(mnd in the categories representing little or no teaching 
experience may be the result of sevezml factors: (1) an
enlarged demand for business teachers in the past few years 
to teach c(mmercial courses in the schools inaugurating com­
mercial program#, (2) tlw offering of more acceptable salaries, 
and i3) the eventual withdrawal from the profession to wari^ 
or accept more favorable positions.
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Sohoolfl. attention la Invited to the fact that the material 
presented In Table IV deals with the number of years of teaoh* 
Ing experience In a oommeroial course of study while Table III 
covers all courses of study and Is not limited to the oearner» 
oial field. As stated in the foregoing discussion on pro­
cedure, the Information for this part of the study was tabu­
lated from that portion of the questicmnalre which the in­
structor, not the administrator, answered.
In Table III which did not limit the findings to the 
teaching of commercial courses, it was found that over one- 
half the teachers had less than five years of experience.
This analysis reveals that abcait fifty percent of the teachers 
have less than four years of teaching experience In commercial 
oouxses. Therefore It may be stated that the majwlty of 
teachers in the ocxmaerolal field are relatively new In the 
buslnees education profession.
Anoth* r cmaparlson bett#een the two étudiés indicated 
many teachers did not originally enter the teaching profes­
sion qualified to teaoh commercial ocmrses but have since 
shifted to that field of study. The mean or average of the 
number of years spent teaching all courses is seven and two- 
thirds years as compared to cmly six years for oomaerclml 
ccHirses. The median or midpoint of the distribution of total 
teaching experience is 4,4 years but drops to 4.1 years of 
experience in ooœeroial cwirsee only.
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As indlo&tsd by the total ooluafi in Table IV, thirty- 
six teaoh©p0 began their first year of teaohlng ooœeroial 
0ourse# in September, 1950. Approximately eighty-three peroent 
of the thirty-six beginning oommeroial teaohere were plaoed 
in eohoole with enrollments under one hundred fifty-one stu­
dents* Although Group I schools, those with tîufee hundred 
fifty-one or more papiXë, mmpXo^ the teaohere with the Icxigest 
servioe in the teaohlng of oommeroial ocmrses, Ormps II, III, 
IV, and V appear to be about equal in length of sxperieno# 
ranges with the exception of beginning instmotors as noted 
above,
Qoeuoational Experience Gmmeroial Teachers. There 
is an abundance of material in periodicals, books, and mcmo- 
graphs concerning the need for practical experience as a pre­
requisite for successful ommeroial teaching. The general 
ocmsensus of ^inicm is that oommeroial instmotors have not 
had adequate on-the-job experience— experience that, in many 
oases, is more bénéficiai to some oommrcial teachers than
the teaoher tx^inis# offered in colleges.
Our business teachers have attended college, studied 
subject matter, and have completed the necessary methods 
ooursesi but how many of them, before, during, or after 
their formal education have received actual experience 
in the business world? If Wslness experience is ben­
eficial to and required of the students, it would also be - 
beneficial to and should be required of Wsiness teachers.
 ^Alfred"'#, flowers and Thomas J. fox, "Business Exper­
ience— A %kst for Business Teachers," The Balance gheet.
31Î100, November 1949.
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That oommeroial teaohere ahotiW have praetloal exper­
ience Is eeldom, If ever, disputed; however, the amount or 
the type of practical commercial work desired of each Instruc­
tor la open to discussion. Some educators believe that It Is
truly a mistake to appoint a teaoher who has had no work 
3experience. Others believe that it Is not so much a question 
of the amount of work experience but rather the kind or var- 
iety that is Important.
The subject of confidence, both teacher and pupil, must 
not be overlooked in this disousslcsi. Teacher self-confidence 
is Increased when presentation of cm;meMlal subjects to stu­
dents is based on teaching theory plus on-the-job training.
The students also increase their confidence and respect for 
a teaoher whose instruction reflects bock knowledge and flrst- 
hand information from actual business experience.
Through the-job e:qporiences the instructor is able
to summarise Just what employers are seeking such as the stand­
ards they desire and the kind of training most needed by student
Helaticxuihip with business— with those who use the
products of business education— has been slight and ineffective. There have been no effective media through 
which the real occupational needs of business institu­
tions who used the product of business education could
^Watkins C. Smith, “Let’s Take Another Look at the Small
High School. " H n  g g m m l  si laâISLfM M m l l g a #  23*13, Sep­tember, 1948.
^Svelyn Hatfield, “Office Experience— Tea— But Make It 
Varied," The Bailee Sheet. 30:18, September, 1948.
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be determined. About the only oontuot business eduoe* 
tlon has haû in seeking the ndvioe of emplcgrere of oar 
students has been the individual teaoher or research 
worker.^
The infmemtion presented in Tables V, VI, and VII is 
not completely aoourate due to the fact that many of the 
returns vere (mly estimates of the total amount of time e#* 
ployed; however, it is believed that the information satis* 
faotorily indicates trends among commercial Instructors in 
Montana.
Table V indicates that approximately <me-fourth or 
about twenty*three percent of the one huMred fifty-nine 
teacWrs had no previCHis on-the-job experience. This unfor- 
tum.te situation cannot be attriWted only to the teachers 
who began oommeroial teaching in September, 1950. As brought 
out in Table VI, twenty-three or sixty peroent of the begin­
ning commercial teachers iiMû some occupational experience.
For relatively yotmg teachers, this is a favorable condition 
that will undoubtedly ii^rove as the teachers seek employment 
during future summer vacations.
Further investigation of teachers with no pruotioal 
commercial experience certainly is in order when, as revealed 
in Table VII, teachers with many years of teaching experience 
have not actively participated in the field in which they are 
suppwedly well acquainted. Approximately one-third of the
^Fisk, ed., so,* jgjUt* • 9 * 1?•
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thirty-seven teaoher# included in this table have had over 
six year# of oomaeroiml teaching experience but have not M d  
vocational experience. There is undoubtedly a scnind basis 
for the general alarm of buainess education leaders regarding 
the lack of teaoher vocational ea^erlene^.
teacher G^uallficatione
presented in fable VIII %#re gathered f r m  the one hundred 
fifty-nine returned questionnalMs filled out by comseroial 
instructors. The percentage# of each teaching major to the 
total number of teaching majors recorded were omitted due to 
the fact that many instruct w e  reported more than one teaching 
major. Before rcoording the findings in the analysis pad to 
be later totaled, a check was made with both the Form A Re­
ports and with the limited informmtim gathered from the 
‘•pocket#* in the Oertification Section of the State Department 
of Public Instrsoticm. If a discrepancy was noted, the major 
a# indicated in college transcripts in the ••pockets" was used. 
If the transcript wo# not available, the Form a Reports were 
reviewed and the information from these forms accepted in 
preference to that on the questionnaire. In the case two or 
more mjora were listed on the questionnaire, the transcript 
was not valid for both majors because additional schooling 
may have yielded a seooW major after the time of filing for
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% oertlfioate. It then beoom® meeeeeary to sorutlnis® the 
form A Report* end if they did not afford the neoeeeary Infor* 
mtlon, the Qiiestionimir® reply we* mooepted.
Of the on# hondred fifty-nine oommeroial Inetmaotor® 
returning queetionnairee, one hundred t*enty-el% or about 
##venty-nine percent listed oomeroe or business administra­
tion a* their teaching ma^or a* compared to fifty percent in 
1929*^ following commercial courses, teaching major* in 
i^glish, history, and social science were most frequently named, 
Table VI2Z include* all tîu» teaching major* of the teacher* 
who returned questionnaires; i.e*, if one instructor listed 
three majors, all three are represents in the tallies#
#&at many instructor* had more thwn one teaching major 
is revealed in Table IX which indicate* forty-six inetructore 
of ttm one hundred fifty-nine had two teaching majors and 
twelve h%d three teaching major*. The dcaible or triple majors 
do not necessarily imply that one of the majors was that of 
comneroial oourses since such is not the case in some instance* 
Table X lists the teaching majors in addition to a 
commercial major, for e%**g>le, a* may be seen from the table, 
two teachers had biology majws in addlticm to their commercial 
major. The most popular oor^nion major of commercial course* 
was that of English in which sixteen teacher* possessed English
'*̂ Xoung,"’"jga. , p. 98.
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teaching majore along with their oommerelal major.
I m a M m  m m m  ̂  S a m M l A l  îsâsàmi- the
preoedlng âleoueelon on teaohlng majors* the information for 
the analysis of teaohlng minors of oommeroial inetraotors 
Involves only those teachers who retomed questionnaires. 
Ixaetly the same procedure for the analysis and tabulation 
of data was e^loyed in dealing with teaching minors.
English* listed by forty'»two teaohers or about twenty-* 
six percent of the one Mndred fifty-nine teachers* was the 
most common teaching minor followed by history, eoonosics* 
and soolal science. Table Xt indicates that thirteen teachers 
had mathematioB minore which is a subst*mtlal increase In num­
ber over the one teacher with a mathematics major as Indicated 
in Table VIII, Similarly, teaching minors were much more 
prevalent in the fields of Spanish and home economics than 
were teaching majors.
Table XII summarises both teaching majors and minors 
and indicates the percentages of the totals to the one hundred 
fifty-nine instructors t!mt are included in Tables VIII and XI. 
It is interesting to note that the totals In Tables VIII and 
XI had the earn five courses ranting as the most common majors 
and minors agwmg ooœeroial teachers— oomerclal courses* 
English* history, economics, and social science.
One huMred forty-seven of the one hundred fifty-nine 
instructors or about ninety-two percent had either a teaching
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mjor or minor in oommeroe.
To arriv* at the flgwree In Table XIII, both the que** 
tionnaire retuams as presented in the preceding two eub-tqpios 
and the Form A Report# were amlyaed. Of the t«ren^«0ix 
teaoheM or about twelve percent of tb® total two hundred 
ei#iteen teaohers. Table XII aooount# fca* twelve teaoWr# 
having no commercial teaching major or minor. The remaining 
fwrteen teaohem are teaching in schools whl<A did not reapcnd 
to the sailed queetimnaire, Table XIII indicate# the distri* 
btttion of the twenty*»#!* teacher# not having commercial teaching 
major# or minors acomding to the school grwps.
TABLE %%II
BURBER Of GOMMmOIAL TEAOBBRB NITB BO (KBWBRGIAL 
TBAOmiNO MAJOR GR MIBOR, BBMBmBR 1 9 ^
Orowp I Group II Group III Group IV Grmp V g
No. # Bo. # No. jS Bo. $ Ro. jC ^
1 .5 3 1.4 5 2.3 5 2.3 12 5.3 26 11.9
#eMentfHge 'of teaciWr# to il6 teacher#, not ' i"6 '' group total#'
Field in Whjoh Deareee are Held, The field in %d%ich 
degrees are received doe# not neoesearily reflect information 
on teacher qualifioations. The previously discussed topics# 
teaching majoM and minors# present a much mow accurate repre­
sentation of ocmaaerclal teacber qualification# In that they 
directly reflect the amount of training received In various
oourses of atady* In oontr%#%, %ha field In whl^ the degree 
Is reoelved say not reveal ai^ Information as to the embjeot 
a person Is qualified to tewh. For Inetanee, a degree In 
education Indicates training only In teaching procédure#, not 
In specific subject matter.
The justification for Including this topic vlthln this 
survey is twofold % one, to show what fields of training were 
pursued by cMamerclal teaohers, and second, to reveal the num­
ber of teaotwrs In the study who W v e  not yet received a degree.
A breah-do&m of degree fields Is shown In Table XIV.
Of the one hundred fifty-nine questionnaires returned, one 
hundred forty-eight Instruotors listed the field or fields In 
which their degree was granted. Slghty-elght or about sixty 
pf rceot of the teachers received their degpree In secretarial 
science, business administration, or business education. 
Education acownted for thlr^-elx teachers or twenty-five 
percent of the one hundred forty-eight teachers. Table XIV 
represents more than one hundred forty-el#t listings In major 
fields due to the fact that degrees were received In more than 
one major field by several of the Instructors.
Sam at P i m m  flaââ M, Sgmmaial itmImm»
degree fields, the type of degrees W ld does not yield rauoh 
Informatlm In regard to teacher qualifications. Since there 
Is a national trend toward requiring a Master of Arts or a 
Master of Education degree for high school inatruotlon, the
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Informât 1 cm In Imble XVI is presented for the analysis of the 
status of Montana ommerolal teaohers. It must be reoognlsed 
that the pressure for requiring a higher degree than that of 
a BaoheIor*s degree is not being aooepted without som question.
The question is often raised as to whether or not 
the teabher shwld possess the master^e degree before 
beginning his teaohlng esperienoe or after he begins 
teaohlng. Graduate stu«Ŝ «**so planned as to cause a 
person to be a better teaoher^ts iepwptant. The 
advanoed degree, except that it Is required by the 
school system, is of little ccmsequeoce. The principle 
that learning is achieved to a higher degree when 
related to eaqperienoe applies to the teacher as well 
as to the papil. This constitutes strcmg evidence 
that advanced work m y  well be taken at the same time 
teaching experiences are being gained and that school 
adadnistratoie need not require the master's degree of the beginning teacher.?
Table XVI reveals that nine teachers did not possess 
a degree. This is not an alarming eitmtion when additional 
facte are considered. Three of the nine teachers are working 
towaxd Bachelor degrees. Four teachezs have over nine years 
of practical experience and three of these four teacher# arc 
teaching on special permits. It must be remembered that it 
is possible to have teaching majors and minors without having 
received a degree.
Only sixteen teaohers or about seven percent of the 
two hundred ei^teen comwMlal teachers represented In Table 
XVI have received a higher degree than a Bachelor's degree.
This pMSent percentage of teachers with a Master's degree is
^fisk, "ed., olt.. pp. 77-78.
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higher thin the one and a half percent found by Young in 1929.® 
Oolvln reported in 1929 that forty-four percent of the o<m- 
meroial teaohers in Colorado secondary schools held Bachelor*s 
degrees and five percent held Master*# degrees.9
Croup I, as shown in Table III, has nineteen teachers 
with servioe longer than ten years; yet, only three teachers 
of the total of thirty-five in Group I had advanced degrees.
Of the fourteen teachers possessing Master's degrees, 
the average number of years of teaching experience is sixteen 
years with m range of two to thirty-five years#
St m w i  ig.
Commercial feacMrm. The following information is based upon 
data extracted frcxa the Form A Beporte and deals with the 
schools from sAlch % #  teacher's highest degree was obtained*
As shown in Table Xfll, cmmercial teachers represent a wide 
dispersion of colleges, Twenty-thj^e of the forty-eight 
states are represented in piblic high schools in Montana plus 
one graduate of a Canadian college.
Montarn institutes placed one hundred fourteen students 
in Gomnmroial teaching positions in Mcmtana* Worth Dakota 
educational institutions, led by Minot State Teachers College, 
placed thirty-five teachers in commercial positions in Montana. 
The data in Table XVIII taken from the same eouixte as
Bypu^. OP. olt.. p. 94. 
^Colvin, 422,. oi$.. p. 4).
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Table XVII, deale exoluaively with those teaohers who attended 
Montana inetitutlone. Of the two hundred eighteen inetruotore 
oovered In this study, eeventy-four or about thirty fair per*» 
cent were graduates of Montana State University.
Professional Organisation Membership
The barring together of persons Interested In business 
education serves many purposes. DeYoung summarize# some of 
the purposes of professional organizations—
...professional Improvement of the members, the 
advancement of teacher and pupil welfare, service to 
the schools and communities In the state, particularly 
through legislation, and active cooperation with the 
associations of other states and national associations.
The data presented In Table XIX was tabulated from 
one hundred fifty-nine questionnaire returns. One hundred 
forty-five or about ninety-one percent of the one hundred 
fifty-nine commercial teachers are members of the Montana éd­
ucation Association. The Montana Education Association is 
not specifically related to any subject field. The Montana 
Business Teachers Association representing the commercial 
education field in Montana does not appear to be adequately 
supported by Montana business teachers. Only thirty-four 
teachers of the one hundred fifty-nine included in Table XIX 
are members of the Mon'ana Business Teaohers Association.
^Ghris A. DeYoung, lotroduqtiQa ^  American Public 
Education. (New York: MoOraw-Hlll Book Company, 1942}, p. 403.
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Or m national baeim, the United Baalnese Muoation Aseooiation
is supported by fifty-foor teaohers or thirty-four percent of
the one hundred fifty-nine teaohers. On January 1# 1951♦ eighty
five Montana otmmeroial teaohers were members of the United
Business Education Assooiatlon as oompared with sixty-five
11members on January 1, 1950.
Salaries
the data presented in Tables XX%, %XXI« XXIV, and 
Figure 1 includes one hundred seventy-two instruotors teaching 
three or more commercial classes as Indicated on 1950-1951 
Form A Reports filed with the State Department of Public 
InstruotioR, Because hi@^ school administrators receive higher 
salaries than regular oomeerolal instructors, all administra­
tors were omitted from the above mentioned tables.
The masures of central tendencies used in the analysis 
of data depended upon the spread and number of oases* When 
a sufficient number of cases comprised a smooth distribution, 
the median was the measure of central teMenoy employed. When 
very few oases were recorded, the mean was used.
Table XXI expiasses the salaries received by commercial 
teachers in 1950-1951 in terms of means and medians, A median
llunlted Business Education Association, Comparative 
Membership Report, January 1, 1951, Î BIA Forum. February, 1951, 
5:7.
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of #3,100 for one hundred seventy-two oommerolsl teachers as 
ooopared to a mean of #3,214.29 indicates that there are a 
few high salaries which tend to raise the mean. As the eime 
of the schools decrease, the means and medians of salaries 
also decrease.
Because of the few frequenoies in the higher exper­
ience intervals in Table XXII, the central tendencies were 
expressed in means.
Table XX presents the 1946 Montana Education Associa- 
tim salary reooRwendatione as adjusted on the basis of the 
1950 cost of living index. A more detailed presentation of 
the Montana Education Association salary schedule may be 
found in the Appendix, T W  median salary for the thirty-five 
inexperienced teaohers as shown In Table XXIII Is 12,882.50, 
Tims it may be concluded that beginning commercial teachers 
are not receiving the salaries recommended by the Montana 
Education Association,
TABLE XX
MONTANA EDUCATION ABBOOIATION SUOOE3TED MINIMUM BALAAl 
80KEDULE ADJU8TED TO I95O 006T Of LIVINO INDEX
Years of 4 Years Years of 4 Year
Experience BA Degree Experience BA Degree
0 $2,900 7 $3,5301 2,990 8 3,620
2 3,080 9 3,7103 3,170 10 3,8004 3,260 11 3,690
1 12 3,980
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that Hcmtan% eommerolml taaohers are not receiving 
Montani Education Aeeoolmtlm recommended salaries Is apparent 
when the adjusted salary standards for a Bachelor of Arts 
degree is compared to the present lasan or median salary dis­
tribution as Indicated in Table XXIII. A coi^arlson between 
the salary standard and present salaries being received by 
commercial teaohers indicates that the deficiency of present 
salaries to the Mjusted salary standard Increases as the 
length of teaohlng experience increases. This Is a rather 
conservative ooB^rlson for undoubtedly many of the Instruc­
tors included in the first twelve years of experience Imve 
had additional training beyond their Bachelor of Arts degree 
and tMs would be placed higher on the Montana Educatitm 
Association salary schedule. This analysis, It must be rewm- 
bertd. Is based m  adjusted salary recowaendatlone and is not 
to be confused with the original data published In 19^6. Mo 
justification can be found for ocmparlng standards derived 
five years ago to those of the present unless the cost of 
living Index la taken Into consideration.
Table XXIII also reveals the wide range of salaries 
received by various teachers having the same length of teaching 
experience. While there Is tmdoubtedly a variation In training 
received, a rw&ge difference of 11,200 found in several exper­
ience Intervals la conclusive evidence of the lack of state­
wide salary standards.
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The purpose of Figure 1 Is to present a more clear anô 
meaningful picture of the salary status of commercial Instruc­
tors In Montana. The broken line representing the salaxv 
median In groups graduated according to teaching experience 
Indicates that there Is a greater deficiency In salaries as 
teaching experience Increases, However, the line becomes 
more Irregular as the number of oasee In the experience Inter­
vals decrease.
The dotted line Indicates the 19W salary recommenda­
tion of the Montana Educatlw Association and does not reflect 
present cost of living adjustments. Aa the years of teaching 
experience Inorease, the salaries approach and finally go 
below the recommendat 1 one of 1946. The solid line paralleling 
the 1946 reo<xmendatlon shows the 1946 Montana Kduoatlm Asso­
ciation salary standard adjusted to the present cost of living 
Index, Prom this line It may be seen that while a few salary 
extremis exceed this recommendation, the medians In all exper­
ience Intervals lie below the standard.
The study shows the average commercial teacher to be 
underpaid as judged by Montana Education Association adjusted 
recommendations. Many teachers are not even receiving 1946 
recommended salaries. Those with little or no experience come 
closer to meeting Montana Education Association standards as 
adjusted to the 1950 cost of living Inrex, The explanation
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for higher aalirlee for beginning teeohere may be found In 
the teacher shortage prevalent In poet-war years.
OmiPTKR V 
CURRICULA OFFERINGS 
Zntrodttotiloii
Tim problems ths$ are attracting t w  greatest 
Interest at any one time are inâloated by the titles of articles appearing In yearbooks and professlaml 
magazines and by the tqplos dlsoussed at professional 
meetings. An examination of saoh titles and t%»los 
will show that there has been an Increasing Interest 
In business ourrloulua staking during th» past ten 
years and that, at the present time no one problem 
Is attracting more attention than this curriculum problem,1
The wide array of literature concerning commercial 
education Indicate# that ccmserolal education still remains 
In a state of theory and thus It Is not possible or feasible 
to make direct statements from the gathered data of a survey 
wlthmit some quallfloatlms.
Today, In contrast with the situation of twenty- 
five years ago, there is much uncertainty In the minds of school officials, Wslness teachers, and e«^loy@M 
as to what high school Wslness education should 
accomplish. Instead of simplicity of alms, there Is 
complexity; instead of the alms being lexical, they 
seem to be Illogical and Inconsistent; Instead of 
their being tmderstandable, they are very confusing to many people.2
The remaining chapters In this study are devoted to 
ooœerclal subject curricula In Montana public high schools.
G. Walters, "The Business Gurrlculum,* Monograph 55* 
(ScHith-Western Publishing Go,, Cincinnati}, March, 1942, p. 3.
^Ibld. p. 6.
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Beoause mhorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping are still the 
p%4mery siibjeot of the business program just as they %mre In 
the elghteen-ninetie*, separate chapters will be assigned to 
eaoh of these ocmmrolal specialities. The chapter arrange­
ment for the presentation of curricular findings le as follows: 
Chapter V • Curricula Offerings 
Chapter VI • Typewriting 
Chapter VII « Shorthand
Chapter VIII Bookkeeping and Basic Business
General Subject Offerings
The young woman who was juot beginning to find her 
place in business life usually found stenographic 
work her best means of securing a business occupation. 
Therefore, the secondary school, to the extent to 
i^ch it was aiding young men and w(W»n In entering 
business occupations, was quits justified In putting 
Its major e%6asls upon training for bookkeeping and 
stenographic occupations....
Within the last decade this situation has changed. 
Bookkeeping and shorthand are no longer the prlmxy 
means of entry Into business life. This Is especially true for boys. In fact, some careful observers now 
believe that such courses are not as satisfactory 
as a good geneml education. As a consequence about 
two-thirds of the students enrolled In high school 
business work are girls. Bvsn for girls It Is now doubtful whether stenography and bookkeeping are In 
most oases the paths to a satisfactory business occu­pational life. Skill In office machine work, filing, 
general clerical ability and a certain amount of ex­
ecutive skill are often quite as helpful, and In some oases more worth while as a basis for success in 
business life.2
2m oKss risk, ed., «The Business Ourrloulua,« Blxth
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To formulate one and only one standard of currloular 
offering «md Judge from It the good and the had sommeroial 
offerings In Montana aohoole Is oertalnly impraotioal and not 
the aim of this etWy, Carrioulor offerings In Montana are 
usually the result of many Involved factors and the analysis 
of ourrloular standards must consider all contributing factors. 
The development of a satisfactory ourrioulu» capable of meeting 
commimlty needs Is the task of the per#(ms within the specific 
community and surveys amd other forma of literature serve only 
as a media to Inform, not to direct.
The available supply of qualified teachers Is one of 
the major factors to be considered in curriculum o<mstructi(m. 
The number of teao!%rs employed in a system naturally affects 
the subject offerings. %Awn only one or two business teachers 
are ei^loyed, all subjects cannot be offered every te%% nor 
every year.
Of the ten schools which did not offer any om^mrclal 
owrsee for the 1950-1951 school year as indicated on the 
Form A Reports, four schools employed only two teachers as 
may be noted in Table XXV. Although such a situation may be 
an mrgixmnt favoring school consolidations, certainly the 
school administrators and instructors cannot be condemned for 
being unable to offer various commercial courses.
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TABU: XXV
im%*UNEK_4Mr TSBWWUCB# X* * * % * &  IBM* i&MKNWL (KEBMO*#
mirnSMê BO OOMBMIAL COOMSSS, 1950*1911
BwrnWr
T e m W r #
B O m o O L  O B O U f #
fotftl
% 11 111 I V f
2 0 0 0 0 k k
3 0 0 0 0 1 1
I 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 26 0 0 0 1 0 1
10 0 0 I 0 0 1
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Coraserolal Sübjeot Offering#
The material preaented In Table XXVI was gatlwred fr<m 
the 1949*1950 and 1950-1951 Form & Reports filed In the Offloe 
of the High Oohool Supervisor, State Department of Publlo 
iRstruotlm, Helena, Montana, Beeauae smaller high schools 
often alternate ocHU*ee offerings, a two year coverage was 
used. Additional course offerings mentioned In the returned 
questionnaires were added to Form A Report listings tdiloh 
consisted only of first semester offerings. The data In the 
following tables represent all but two of the public high 
schools In Montana at the time of this study.
The variety of course# in commerce offered at the 
present time is somewhat limited as cospared to 1928-1929 
«^ferlngs. However, titles of courses as well as departments 
offering the courses are often different although the subject 
matter may be Identical,
Even If a special course in consumer education is 
offered, it is not always offered by the business
department. In fact, a recent investigation regard­
ing the departments In which consumer education courses 
are taught, showed that the business department stood third In this regard. Schools idiat returned tîm ques­
tionnaire reported that consumer education was handled 
in various departments as follows *
Soclal-Solenoe Department , , . 77 Schools
Home-Eoonomlos Department . , , 63 SchoolsBusiness Department 49 Schools
Agricultural Department . , . . 11 Schools
Science Department..........8 schools
^Joseph DoBrum and Harmon w. Wilson, *The Status and 
Future of Consumer Education,* Monograph 51, (South-Western 
Publishing Oo,, Cincinnati), May, 1941, p, 14,
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Table XKV shows only ten of the one hundred seventy* 
four eohools listed on the 1950-1951 form A Reports did not 
offer a oommerolal oourse. Of these schools, eight had 
offered some oommeroial courses in the previous year, % us 
In one hundred seventy-six schools Inoluded In this study, 
only two schools or about one percent did not have @<me 
commercial oourse of study within a two year period. The 
percentage of high schools throughout the state that offered 
oommerolal courses shows a marked Inorease from the 1928-1929 
offerings when csily ninety-seven of one huMred nlnety-slx 
schools or forty-nine percent offered commercial courses.^
A similar study by Aebly indicated approximately nlaety-el#it 
percent of Wyoming schools offered some business cwrses In
1931-1932.*
Bookkeeping, while presented to students in three- 
fourths of Montana high schools, reaches Its greatest popularity 
in the schools with enrollments over three hundred fifty paplls. 
Slightly more than half of the school with enrollments uMer 
forty-one students offer oouuces In bookkeeping. Bookkeeping 
II, however, is not well established In Montana high schools. 
Only nine schools or approximately five percent of the schools 
offered second year bookkeeping, seven of the schools being 
among the fourteen largest public high schools. As recognised
'ifouJig” ^  Pit.. p. 7. 
^Aebly, op. olt., p. 85.
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by the Virginia State Board of Muoation, “Seoond-year book­
keeping le primarily a vocational eabjeot w&ioh le Intended
7to prepare the pupil for ordinary duties of a bookkeeper,"
Thus it nay be oonoluded that bookkeeping as offered In Mon­
tana high schools ie prlraarily personal rather than vocational 
which coincides with the opinion expressed by Interline that
less e^hasis should be placed upon bookkeeping from a strictly
8vocational point of view.
Shorthand, like bookkeeping, gains its greatest promi­
nence In the group containing the largest sehools. All schools 
with enrollments exceeding one hundred fifty pupils include 
shorthand In their curricula. In 1928-1929 all school#with 
enrollments over two hundred pupils offered shorthand,^ The 
relatively high percentage of second-year shorthand students 
indicates Montana supports the general belief that shorthand 
Is a vocational subject and hence should only be required of 
those students interested in becoming stenographers or secre­
taries.
Included in the subdivision of typewriting in Table XXVI 
is personal typewriting, Undmbtedly, as seen in Table XXXIII
ÔH, 0. Ehterline, "Trends of Thought In Business Bduca- 
ti(m." Monography 72, (South-Western Publishing Co., Cincin­
nati), March 1949, p. 19,
9Xoung, SSI, cit.. p. 16.
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In Chapter VI, ®any of the ooareee lleted merely a# "typing I" 
are of a personal typing nature. Of the one hundred eerenty* 
six sohools inoluded In this study, one hundred seventy-fow 
or about ninety-nine percent of the sehools Included type­
writing In their eurrleulum la 1949-1950 or 1950-1951. The 
second year of typewriting m s  offered by more Montana high 
schools than was the first year of shorthand or the first 
year of bookkeeping#
A tally of the "big three" in oommerclal eduoatlcm, 
bookkeeping, shorthand, and typewriting, shows typewriting as 
the m w t  universally offered commercial oourse In Hoatana 
followed by shcwthaM and then bookkeeping. Eighty-four per­
cent of the schools offered shorthand and seyenty-el^t per­
cent offered book&eeplng.
Colvin stated in his study In 1929 that the commercial 
program in Colorado high sohools was almost idiolly restricted 
to the purpose of training highly speoiallsed woHeers to 
become bookkeepers, sten(%%%phers, or typists.^® Today in 
Montana a smwidmt similar situation exists. Only one of 
every four high sehools offer a oourse of a general business 
nature. The remainder of the business ocurses offered are 
somewhat insignificant. Business English was offered by only 
two large schools. Business matWmatics, found mostly in the
Colvin, op, cit., p. 39.
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oarrlottlan of small high sohools, viS offered in about ten 
percent of the schools. Sales and retailing was taught by 
only two schools. Business law received attention by ten 
percent of Montana public high schools,
fable XXVIX is presented to reveal the changes in otxs* 
meroial curriculum in Montana public h l ^  sohools during the 
past twenty*two years. As previously stated, Montana has 
iB^e great strides in presenting ccmmsmial courses in a larger 
number of high schools| however, this table presents a more 
unfavorable piotuxe. Oaution must be taken when analysing 
fable XXVII Inassweh as the figures in the 1929 study include 
only those school# that had oomwrciml offerings while the 
present figures include w e  hundred seventy-six schools Ijnre* 
gardless of owrse offerings, vhile more schools are offering 
commercial courses than previmsly, the variety has been 
sharply reduced since 1929, Of the nine course offerings 
listed in fable XXVII, only the percentage of schools presently 
offering typewriting exceeds a corresponding 1929 percentage.
fhat c<%mcMial curricula were ;moh broader in 1929 
is shown in fables XXVIII and XXIX. Of the sohools teaching 
cmmeroiml courses in 1929* only cme-flfth did not offer at 
least one course ea<A in botAkeeping, shorthand, and typewriting 
At present, ome-fmirth of the sohools teaching commercial 
courses (with the exception of two schools in the study which 
do not have ccmmercial offerings) do not present students with
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TABU: XXIX
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M W A B À  PUBUG BIGB GOBOOW »  ABB I9j0^19jlAG GONPAWm to 192&.i929 Off&BIBGG
§mme Offeplag# f#r##m$mg# #f#% GOhmol# 
1911*1989*
fmrmemteg# of 
176 B#hoel# 
19*9-1991
G o b o o lt l o t  O ffo rlm g  Big 
tbm# Go#Bim#$l#m"A Bo.n
2 6 .7 0
@#Wo%e Offtpiag Big tw#e 
OoobliiAtion On If
6 6 .0 2
BoBool# Offering Big thm# 
Ow@Binmti(m Pin# On# Aiâi* 
tienml Gommer#!#! Gemrm#
8.*A 1 9 .B 9
GmBmml# Offering Big tbre# Gmmbimetiem PIm# tve AGGi# 
timnnl Gemgere!#! Oemrme#
2 9 .6 1 9 .1 1
GmBmmI# Offering Big thr## 
Gembinmtiem flm# fbree MGi* 
tiemml Oommmrmiml Gmmr###
9.96 1 .1 4
BmBmml# Offerimg Big fb r e e  
GernMnetlm Pin# f#mr AGGim 
tlemml Qmmmereinl Qemr#e#
A #8 .9 7
B#B##1# Offerimg Big tWre#
OwBbimntim Pin# lo r #  Them 
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Gmmr###
9.76 .9 7
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tb# opportunity of beownlng %oqumlnted with tho thre# mjor 
fleMs of oommerol»! work.
Over fifty peroent of the sohools In 1929 offered At 
least two oomEmroial oourse# in addition to the *big three* 
ecssblnaticm. Coloring this peroentiMse with the seven perdent 
of sohools offering two additional o w w e s  in the present 
study# it beoome# clear that within the twenty-two year span 
between studies the oommewial oourriouim in hi#i sohools in 
Montana have been limited rather than eâ >ainded.
Class Enrollments
another major factor in ourrioulua omstruoticm closely 
related with teaoher e«#loywnt is that of school enrollment.
It has been stated that only m û  percent of the high scMols 
in the United States enroll over 2#500 pupils# six psroent 
enroll from 1#001 to 2#500 pupils# seventeen percent from 
301 to 1,000# thirty-five percent from m e  hundred to three 
hundred# and fw%r percent enroll less than one hundred pupils.^* 
Corresponding fipures for 1937-1938 Indloate that seventy- 
five percent of the high sohools at tlmt time enrolled less 
three hundred pupils. In Montana# approximately ninety 
percent of the secondary schools Imve less than three Wndred 
students and tiMS it may be seen that Montana deals with a
16 "Van Oerveer# jgg,. fill.# p. 11.
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«uoh higher percentag® of email eohoole than the national 
average.
(M a national baa is, Strong points out there has been 
a rapid growth in commercial eduoation with approximately 
twenty peroent of secondary school pupils enrolled in commer­
cial curricula. 31%ty-elx percent of the pupils enrolled in
commercial education are girls and their enrollment percentage
13is increasing.
More classes are offered in typewriting than in any other 
commercial class. Table XXX indicates the range of class 
enrollments varied from forty-seven pupils In a Group I school 
to only two pupils in a school in Group V. In secoM-year 
typewriting, less than one-half of the mmber of fiMt-year 
olasmes were in operation and the median of students enrolled 
also fell to about one-half that of t M  first-year typewriting 
classes.
Most classes In shorthand enroll fewer students than in 
corresponding typewriting classes. The range for shorthand
classes was found to be from w e  to thirty-eight pupils for 
first-year shorthand and from one to thirty-six for second- 
year. Some classes comprised of only one student were found 
in sohools with enrollments as high as one hundred fifty pupils.
l^Sarl p. Strong,
#  r n m i m m  York * Gregg PuOTshlng
Company, 1944), p. 59.
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Bookkeeping I ranks oloeely with the first year of 
shorthand In regards to the number of olasses and the enroll­
ment range. The eeooM year of bookkeeping, however, Is muoh 
more limited. Of the six classes of second-year bookkeeping 
offered In Montana public high schools In 1920-1951, four are 
In the group obtaining the largest high schools and have a 
median enrollment of about nineteen students vhlle the two 
remaining classes In smll schools each have but two students.
There appears to be a trend among larger schools In 
the state to offer a class called •Jimlor Mslness fmining*
In place of "General Business* as adopted by the small schools* 
The enrollments of the thirty-eight general business classes 
ranged from nine to thirty students with a median enrollment 
of twenty-one.
The range of all ocmmerolal classes was from one to
fwty-eeven pupils with a median of thirteen. In 1929 Young
found a range of eight to t'enty-elght pupils In commercial
classes with a median arouM t w e n t y . A e b l y  found the range
of cmamerclal classes In Wyoming high schools In 1932 to be
15from three to thirty-two with a median of nineteen pupils. ^
It may then be oonoluded that Montana has reduced the 
size of Its ooemerolal classes during the past twenty-two
^^oung, SSI* Ml., p. 112. 
^^Aebly, gg. cit.. p. 86.
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years even thoush the school enrollments have become eomevbat 
larger me a result of the consolidation of one Wndred ninety** 
six high schools in 1929 into one hundred seventy<*>eight high 
schools.
While fable XXX deals with the number of ooowwroial 
classes In Montana public high schools, fable MXl shows a 
breakdown of t w  classes into the number of students in the 
classes. These two tables are based upon 1950-1951 flMings 
and do not include those figures of the previous year as does 
fable XXVI{ therefore# there will be some diserepanoy between 
the course offerings in Table %XV% and the enrollment and 
class figures in fables XXX and XX#,
% e  fiiet year of typewriting was included by twenty 
percent of the students enrolled in Montana high schools as 
l^rt of their course of stWkf, It will be noted that as the 
sise of the schools decrease, the percentage of students taking 
typewriting increase. A similar trend was also found in the 
second year of typewriting in which the percentage of three 
and a half in the largest sehools rose to about thirteen per­
cent in the smallest schools. In comparison with all the 
other courses offered in ccmmercial education, almost as many 
students were enrolled in typewriting classes as all the other 
commercial courses oombinsd. Over twice as many students 
chose Typing I as Bookkeeping I, and almost three times as many 
students chose Typing I as Shorthand I.
89
Bookkeeping, whioh follows t;ype%rrltirig with respect to
enrollment totals, also Is taken by a larger percentage of
students in the smaller schools than in the larger sohools.
However, this is true only of the flrst»year offering. Book*
keeping II, taken by only aeventy*five students in the state
h i #  sohools, totals less than one*half of one percent and
was offered almomt exclusively by the sohools in the school
groxp oontainir^ the largest enrollments,
Thus in popularity among students, the sequence is
typewriting, bookkeeping, and then shorthand— the same sequence
léfound by Young in 1929 and by Aebly in Wyoming schools in 
171932# It will be noted then that while more schools offered 
shorthand than bookkeeping as revealed in fable XXVI and more 
shorthand classes than bookkeeping classes were offered as 
seen in fable XXX, the total enrollmnt in bookkeeping exceeds 
that of shorthand.
Table XXXII is presented for a comparison between 1928* 
1929 offerings of the •big three* to the present offerings 
in respect to jHipil enrollment in the respective courses.
The conclusion is that while more students are presently 
enrolled in all of the *big three* courses than in 1923, only 
in typewriting is the percentage of cmmercial students enroll­
ment to total students enrolled greater than in 1928.
l^Young, SSI, cit.. p. 112.
^^Aebly, 0£, G it ., p. 86i
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OHAprm VI 
TYPEWRITINO
In tb# @mrly history of oonosroial eauomtlcm, book­
keeping VIS believed to be the very fmndatlon of all business 
training, Since 1922 the total number of students enrolled in 
typewriting classes has emeeded the enrollments of all other 
commeroiml subjects. lit eight y»mxv, 1928 to 1939# the national 
enrollment in typewriting classes has more than doubled.
1928 439,379 pt%>ils1934 749,315 pupils1936 995,358 pi^ils
1938 1,037,407 pupils,
1940 1,115,538 pupils^
In Montana, as revealed in Table XXXII, the typewriting enroll­
ment of 1,836 pupils in 1928 rose to 6,916 in 1950. with the 
esoepticm of two rery small high schools, all Montana high 
schools provided students an opportunity to learn to type.
Course Offerings
While only nine of the one hundred seventy-ei% h l ^  
sohools included in Table XXVI referred to a "personal* type­
writing course, thirteen of one hundrW twenty-nine hi0% 
schools indicated on retujmed questionnaires that a personal 
typewriting course was offered. As shown in Table XXXIII, a
1  -
Strong, 2a* gjJL'* P* 44,
9^
eombinatlon of per# on il m â  vooatlonal typewltlng oourses 
meemmto dominate In the majority of #ohoole. Thu# it la 
probably true that while typewriting oouree# are not oalled 
•personal", "general" or "utility", the dealgnatlon of "Typ*
Ing I" doe# not denote a aeparate personal or vocational 
aspeot but a combination of both. The #eoond year of type­
writing Is definitely a vocational subject and no school^ 
according to for® A Report^ for 195Ô-1951# offered a second 
year of personal typewriting.
Approximately twenty percent of the schools offering 
personal typewriting offered the course In the first year of 
the four year high schools m d  no school postponed the offer­
ing until the senior year. One-half of the high schools 
permitted student enrollments In their second year of high 
school.
Vocatl«ial typewriting Is offered later than personal 
typewriting as IMlcated in Table XXXIV. As stated above, 
vocational typewriting Is usually a two year course; however, 
ten schools did not present an opportunity to students Inter­
ested In vocational typewriting to have two years of training 
since enrollment was restricted to the senior year.
CcHSblnatlons of personal and vocational typewriting; 
are offered almost exclusively In the second and third year, 
the later being more prevalent, Generally speaking, typewriting 
In Montana high schools is offered in the junior or senior
TABLK XXXIII
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by the majority of sohoole.
Typewriter#. There 1® no reliable evidence that one 
maohlne is actually better than another, “Perhaps the matter 
of which machine to use has been given more attention than It 
deserves, because the actual superiority of any one make has 
not been proven, * The following figures are not presented 
with the Intent of influencing future purchasers. Many vari­
ables such as dealer location, maintenance, trade-in allowances, 
and other factors Influence the number of machines used in 
classes mhd thus the quality of the make of typewriter cannot 
be concluded from the findings in this survey.
Of the typewriters used in one hundred four schools 
included In Table XXXV, approximately eighty-three percent 
were either Royals or Underwoods, the former having a slight 
nymerioal advantage. The electric typewriter has not been 
Introduced on any extensive scale, It is interesting to note 
that three of the four electric typewriters used In classes 
In 1950-1951 were In sohools enrolling less than one W n d m d  
fifty pupils*.
That there has been a change in preference of typewriters
% ,  Q, blacks tone and Sofrona L, Smith, Imorwegient
(N#v %rk: frentlce-hall, Inc.,
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M U K  XXXVI
MKQUmWim» AND MKOmNTANNB Of MAKNN Of XXMMmiYNNN 
W W »  IN W »  NONNANA WN&IO N % «  NONOOLN INA# O O N f A M  NO #0 NQNOOW IN 1 9 I 8 . W F
W E #  #f N#%%! Of
NfMMPlN## Nfp##N&9#M 0##é b i #  i w
tfpmmltmm 0##& 
W #  W O
?8) 755 5 7 .5 4 0 .4
m ^ ê X W 5.5 4 2 .0
LeO* M I A A w 5 .4 0.2
rnxWLmglm N09 w 1 0 .5 0  2
O tN w # 0 1 0 ,0 0 .3
1 7 W T H K T m r
3lottng, jja. DJUL*i p. 36,
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in Montana for @la##rooa use li revealed In Table XXXVI. 
Underwoods. which In 1928 held a wide margin over all other 
make#, dropped to eeoond place In number In 1950 and similarly 
Remington typewriter# have dropped from second to third place. 
The Royal maohlne in 1929 oor^rleed about seven percent of 
the typewriters In high school classes but In twenty-two years 
has become the most popular typewriter In Montana high schools.
Typewriting Tables. In 1945 the United States Navy 
studied the relation of sitting height to typewriter height 
and reoommended that the sitting height W  such that, with 
the arms held normally at the side# and the hands extended to
the keyboard, # e  slant of the forearms would be approximately
4the same as the slant of the typewriter keyboard, "As a 
general rule, typewriting tables have been too low. A hel#&t 
of at least twenty-nine to thirty-one Inches Is now generally
considered a m i n i m u m . As shown In Table XXXVII, the range 
of the heights of tables used In Montana high schools vai^ 
from twenty-five to thirty Inches. In view of the general 
opinion that typewriter tables should aver'ige approximately 
thirty Inohes In height. It would appear that the majority
draining of Office and Clerical Employees of the Naval 
Establishments, Division of ihore Establishments and Civilian 
Personnel, Training Branch, Washington, D.C., March 1945» p. 3*
^John J. Rowe, "How Does the Principal Evaluate the 
Effectiveness of the Teaching of Typewriting?" The National 
j u j t e m  Me g a M m ,  18j142, winter, 1949.
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of tables used In Montana eommerolal olmasss are too low#
The nodal height of tsrpewrlter tables In Montana hl#i sohools 
vas found to be twenty*e#ven Inohes* Eighty-eight schools or 
sixty-eight percent of the one hundred twenty-nine sohools 
responding to the question omosMSlng styles of typewriter 
tables leported that iMividual tables were being used.
oommonly used type- 
writlng text in Montana high sohools was fwentle_th Oentury 
Typing by LessenWrry. Of the one hundred twenty-six sohools 
responding to the question oonoernlng texts. Table XXXVIII 
Indioates tbmt one hundred twenty schools used the Lessenberry 
text. Typing for ftiflinees by Blanchard and Smith was next in 
popularity with five sohools reporting urn ing it for their text.
Typewriting Aids
Although blank keys a m  widely used in Montana high 
schools, much mterlal has been distributed which discredits 
the theory involved. M  stated by Rowe,
The modern trend is to use open keyboards (with 
the letters showing). Teachers who get the best results believe the pupil actually acquires touch 
typing mors easily if he is permitted to look at#%he typewriter during initial Tkeyboard presentation.^
Blaokstone and Smith, ^ oo-authmps of a text on teaching
®RowiuifiSl« cit.
^Blackstcme and Smith, all*# PP» 125-26.
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prooedur#*, presented aamy pointe favoring open rather than 
blank keys etrotgur reoommended the dlscontinuanoe of 
blank keyo* Ao revealed in fable XXX2X, this trend of thought 
hae not yet found a plane in Montana eohoole. Howver, eome 
inetruotore indioated that new machine# ordered for olaeeroom 
use arrived with blank key# although they were not so ordered 
and the additional expenditure required for the changing of 
the key# exceeded Wdget allowance#.
In recent years busineee eduoatcre have questioned the 
use of wall chart# but have not a# yet formed any positive 
opinion#. Montana high eohoole, in alm»#t all oases, use wall 
charts as an instructlmal aid.
the use of demonstration etM%d# is generally recommended 
for claeeroom inetructim. Demonstration stands a%% probably 
more important in the school# having large typewriting classes; 
however, fable XXXIX indicates that 3U»s# than fifty percent 
of the three gmupa oontainlng the lax^est sohools in the state 
use demonstratiw stai^e in typewriting classes.
The use of metronomic aids in typewriting classes is 
being quest!(mod by many commercial edtmatOM. As pointed 
out by Bowe,® research studies have revealed that typewriting 
is not done metrwomically but by letter groupings with many 
speed variations. The use of such aide have all but vanished
®Rowe. OP. cit.. p. 144.
TABLE %X%IX
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froffl Montana high eohoole vlth l®@s than four percent of the 
eohoole Inâoreing their usage*
Stanâarde
A glanoe at Tables XL and X U  will provide eviôenoe 
that typewritstandards in Montana are highly variable in 
the length of timed writing# and the number of errors per* 
mit ted. The results of stsdies concerning typewriting standards 
are amply interpreted by Mhe.
Much is said and written about sohool and office 
standards In typewriting, but mly a limited amwnt 
of study has been conducted vhioh can supply us with 
significant norm# and et@mdards of performance,?
The empMsi# placed on typewriting accuracy rather than 
speed has dmwn criticism from many modexrn educatm^ in the 
ccmmerclal field. Dotson states the modem position clearly.
Standard# for grsdlng first semester typing students have not been oW&nged to meet the needs of modem 
methods of teaching typewriting. Leaders of tewhing methodology for typewriting advocate speed of stroking 
from the beginning with the^enpMsis placed on proper 
technique and good habits.^
That emor standards still play a major role in type­
writing Instmotlon can be seen In Table XL. However» twenty- 
seven of the one hundred seventeen schools responding to the
^Harves C. Rahe, "Perfomance #t«mdards in Typewriting»*
IIB&A FoifUÊ . 3*38» November» 19W *
^®Vemer L, Dotson, "Standards of Grading Typing»*
UBEA forum. 4:19» November, 19#.
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qttôttioanalre Indicated that error s^ndarde had been dim* 
carded#
Of the schools cettlng standards in flrst*#emester 
typewriting, eighty-one or sixty-nine percent set the minimum 
time on test meltings as five minutes. Of this group, the 
allowance of five errors or one error per minute was moat 
generally permitted, t'hen a rate of speed was required, twenty 
net words per minute appeared to be the most widely approved 
rate followed by twenty^flve net words per minute # Therefore, 
the modal minimum standard In first-semeeter typewriting 
classes was a five minute test requiring twenty or twenty-five 
net words per minute and allowing five error# for the five 
minute test#
Of the second-semester typewriting courses, the ten 
minute test was used by about seventy-two percent of reporting 
schools# The most ocmmoh number of errors permitted was one 
error per minute. The speed generally required for a passing 
max* Vus thirty-five net words per minute followed closely by 
a minimum allowance of thirty words per minute# Thus the 
modal minimum standards for the second semester of typewriting 
are ten minute timed writings of thirty or thirty-five net 
words per minute with an allowance of ten exits# or one error 
per minute.
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CRAfTm VII 
SaOKTHAMD
Shorthand haa an established place In the high 
school ourrloulitia. During the next ten years tiell 
over a million students vlll be studying this sub­
ject every year If present ratios of enrollment con­
tinue. In spite of the pressure exerted by some 
academic teachers to persuade sow students not to take this subject; in spite of the strong efforts of 
some commercial teachers to dlscmrage certain types of students; and in spite of the sow tlx# s superficlil 
evidence given by guidance teachers about the exces­
sive ntmber of stenogx^phers— students evidently feel that the subject has great utility and continue to 
insist, usually %ith the support of their parents, upon enrolling in shorthand and typewriting.^
As shown In Table XXVI, ehorthmd Is found in eighty-four 
percent of Montana high sohool# and has an enrollment of 1,853 
pupils. In small high eohoole in Illinois, (enrollments of
one hundred fifty students or less) about el#ity-two percent
2of the schools offered shorthand in 1950. In the same year 
eighty percent of similar slsed schools in Montana offered 
shorthand. Approximately ttfcnty-three percent of the small 
Illinois high sohools offered two years of shorthand.*^ In 
Montana about thirty-one percent of similar sized schools
" ^«erbert *  lailsgM
(New York: Oregg Publlshli^ Co., 19477, p. 299.
%elena Hinkson Green, "Shorthand In the Small High
|oho|l@ of llllnol8|* The Journal ^f Business Mucatlon.
^ha&* mi.
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offered tvo ye%re of ehorthand# As in Montnna eohoole, tran- 
eorlptlon ae a eeparate ooaree wae almost non*#xletant with 
only on# of the on# hundred fifty Illinois eohoole reporting 
euoh an offering.
Shorthand System#
Gregg Shorthand is almost exolusieely taught in Tiontana 
high sohools ae revealed In Table %LI%, The only other system 
noted was the Thomas system whloh was taught in thref; hlg^ 
sohools. On the basis of five hundred sixty returned quee* 
tionnairee out of 1,003 distributed to all seotions of the 
United States in 1936, Anderson reports that ninety-nine per-
hsent of the sohools taught the Gregg system of shorthand.
This figure oorresponds to the ninety-nine percent of the 
one hundred twelve reporting high spools in Montana.
Shorthand Methods
Although of ver̂  ̂resent origin, the simplified instrue* 
tion method of Gregg @hor%iand has been widely aooopted. Of 
the one hundred thirteen sohools responding to the question 
oonseming shorthand methods, ninety sohools or el^ty peroent 
offered the simplified system as shown in Table XLIII. Thirty- 
eight sohool: used the anniversary method while one sohool
^Buth Anderson, "The Status of Shorthand Instruotion,"
RmalntÊd 29*217, Deoember 1945.
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TABLB XLII
aXarSMS OP agORTHANO Off*a*D I* 112 MC#TA*A 
fOBLio aiea *aaooLs, 1930.1941
*hoMW&* 8 G * 0 {) 1 O R 0 0 f * Tot»]Qfforoâ I II III 19 V
»wg* 12 19 2* 16 111
Tbomoe 1 1 0 0 1 3
OOhoM 0 0 0 0 0 0
lABLB XLIII
***aoDü Of aBo***A*D TAOoa; i* 113 *o**AaA 
*0*110 * w *  #0*001*, 1940-1941
*#tb#a of abe**. 
to»#*
* 0 * 0 0  1 0 * 0 0 * *
1% III Î?
9o$#l
*6#**1 ***** 2 1 1 6 0 10
f#a#%loa»l Ofog*
0 4 11 10 3 28
Koouol Of#** Olopl&fied 6 9 13 5 5 3*
HinotiORâl Of#** 
O&mpllfl#* 4 8 16 16 ? 42
Thom# *#$#M1 0 1 0 0 0 1
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reported using the Thomas method. Many sohools offered both 
the simplified and anniversmry methods although the simplified 
method was used almost exolwively in beginning Glasses.
A ooiq>arieoo between simplified m û  anniversary method* 
is shown in Table XLIV, %iniwmon this subject were expressed 
on only sizty-nine peroent of the returned questionnaires.
This low peroentag# of responses may be due to the recent 
adaption of the simplified method.
Of the sixty-nine sohools reporting, the majority of 
the responses favored the use of the simplified method. Sixty- 
eight peroent reported noticeable inereases in dictation 
speeds when using the simplified method and fifty-nine peroent 
agreed that tmnsoription speed was also inoreased. An in­
crease in aocumey was noted by forty-eight percent of the 
reporting sohools, Leslie and Aoubek, authorities cm the 
simplified oethod, support the writing faollity by stating!
The leamor using Gregg Shorthand Simplified will 
reach a certain speed— 100 or lao wrds a minute—  
so ner than he did in the past. Outlines that are 
longer visually and manually are shorter i^ntally and, 
therefore, they will be written more rapidly.2
Shorthand Textbooks Used
Unlike the typewriting textbooks, shorthand is not 
dcxainated by any one text but is * aught in Montana high sohools
^Wuis Leslie and Charles E. Soubek, •Writing Speed 
of Gregg Shorthand Simplified,• M2SA Z2ES1» ^*24, Ctot,, 1949.
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TABLB XLIV
eo*BA*%#a* *****:* @i%PL%f%aD *#* A**iv***AK% 
#BOR%*A#D me%#8D# #I *9 *0#***A fGBLM *I@B #0*001#
0«#u*y% #a#
# 0 * O O L  # * 0 0 9 #
f o t s l% n III I f V
%m à ^ m m mvit& *#% h W 6 9 11 11 $ 33
in
% # # «  with iUtpUfl«0
9 9 15 1 # 4 4?
%«###### I s  f m e m w i p *  
% % m  #p ##0  # 1 #  
m is p l i f le *  m ethod »  j 11 14 ? 41
* #  Ohssge *@$ed I 1 1 0 0 3
0s@#r$#lm 2 3 9 # 0 5
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from % wide variety of testa. In flrat-ytar ahortimnd olmaeea
g%3UL& a&KHÜ&WnA aWmüUf&IÜL l* *#»& by rifty-mlght per-
*ont of the aohoola and @regg Dlatftlon aimnllfloa 1# uaed 
by about thirty^elght peroent. Because one hundred twnty« 
one aohoola are represented in the table for first-year olasse# 
and one hundred elxty-seveo textbooks are represented. It nay 
be ocmoluded that many aohoola are using several supplemental 
textbooks.
In th# seoond-year shorthand classes the most eoramon
textbooks were ggfgg l n m e t A g W W  SlmBilUgA and aeggg. 
Building simplified, both of ehloh were used in twenty-three 
high sohools. The texts listed In fable XLVI are In additlcm 
to first-year tabulations In Table XLV, Many of the texts 
used in the first year are also used for seoond-year instruc­
tion.
Time of Offerings
One hundred four of the one hundred twelve sohools 
responding to the Questionnaire reported offering shorthand 
In the third year. Three sohools did not offer shorthand 
until the fourth year and thus denied etwlents the opportun­
ity of the two years of training usually need d to become 
proficient in vocational fields.
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lABLB XLV
mANK AormoR* w  n a o m o w  a w  %» w  « w m w  or 
r % m # M « a * n »  m m m m A W  %# imi M o m # A  
M#Lia m % #  m @ 0 W #  i$j0.i9^
#ad m ' W m m WHOOL 0RO0M TMAl
I II i n IV V
ûmmm» &h*m#h*WI Mm#*###
W#lle *aâ I w W k # u 2j 12 9 70
aw#g %#%&$!«& rnimpUfi##
W#ll# A M  m w W E
i a 20 5 1 49
@### rUBAtlAAAl *W#@& 
#&#pUf 1#4
w#ii# m &  m w w m
0 5 11 13 1 34
###- m w k w m a  * Amiv#p* 
M f  m i $ l m
« w «
1 1 2 2 0 1
rWMttaa*! )toU»a S l M a U m
W#ll#
0 1 0 1 0 2
@ m #  tpmndi^ptlM mimpllfleA 
W#ll# tnâ m w W k 1
I 0 0 0 3
mw#A# 1
1 0 0 0 2
m##A# # A # i # w  #%My $
W e m m
1 0 0 1 2
*0#% # wd A M  PhfA##*
#M##, W#ll# mnâ %#AWk
0 1 0 0 0 1
fÈmm» Im%ye»A#$«yy R#AAlm# 
The###
0 1 0 0 0 1
ThMA# #A$mml RkAMhmM 
*W#A#
0 0 0 0 1 1
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TABLE XLVI
AMD jumom# w «wooKa uag» im w  T&AoaiM& of 
mmo0m.8muEs%m mmtmmD %# jy MOMAma 
M A U Q  g % «  9G#00W, W O m l W »
m é  Am#@#e êomxN. «KWf# feêel1 u %%% I? ?
@Mgg TMm#wip%Km Siaipilfl«A #p##, Welle m ê  Zmhêk- 3 é 10 3 1 23
#yeg# tpeeâ BmlMlm# Slepllfleft J Oregg, Welle m A  ZmhAk
k 9 3 0 23
#&*p#he*# Pletetlim iteÀlee Meeme#
ê $ 2 0 0 7
ymetlemel WeMhed Dle%e%lm Welle 1 Ù 1 2 0
0
0mÊ$$ Mvmeeà Dletmtlw a i ^ f i e a  Welle m ê  W ê W k 0 1 3 0 0
4
Os^l ipeeê awêle# 0 1 0 1 l 3
#MüE a W M h m ê  D W W t i m
m W Ie eWelle m ê  leaWk 1 1 0 0 0 2
Meeê êeeê weeêe m ê  fWmem #e#g* W e U e  m ê  W e W ê
@ 0 1 0 l Z
Omweleêeê meêeêlm m ê  
fvmeeriptleA' 0 0 1 0 1 2
fimeerlptlen iteêlee %ee*e etiê Fex
0 1 0 0 0 1
Dleêetlm m ê  tmeeylp*
« i mêeneWe m ê  Welle
0 0 1 0 0 1
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TABLB XLVII
BONOOk m w  I# %#%(« BTO D W tB #U% tACK #mOR*BAm) 
%# l U  MOMAKA M # W O  m C M  BOKOOL# 
19^0.1951
1»  ° ' t o m
Hl#k Behoel %% III IV
0 0 0 1 0 1
BApbO#### 0 0 1 0 , 3 4
11 20 34 20 11 104
1 1 1 0 0 3
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BhortbAAô Standwpd#
A# In tfpewpltlngf ohorthaM #%m#&%râe are highly 
variable. Of the elghty-alx eohool# reepondlng to the quemtlon 
ooneemlng ahorthanâ etanAarde# @1% reported that no error 
or epeed etandarde were eet. Ae indicated In Table XLVIII 
tventy*t)wpee eohoole eet eome epeed etandard bat did not have 
an error standard for flret^eemeetor shorthand, fwo-sinute 
tests were most often used bat the one and five minute tests 
approaohed so oloeely that it Is deemed Inadvleable to etate 
any modal time writing etandard# Within the timed writing 
groups, no one epeed or error listing was euffloiently prom* 
Inent to determine a pattern. In the flret semester of short- 
hand it may be o neloded that no timed writing with a oorree- 
ponding dictation epeed and error allowance may be designated 
ae a modal staMard.
The standards set In eeomd-eemester shorthand are much 
more pronoonoéd. Only two Inst root ore eet no error or speed 
standard and fifteen eet a dictation speed with no oorreepond- 
ing error etandard. ApproKlmately seventy-seven percent of the 
questionnaire returns listed five minute dictation tests. Table 
XLIX indicates a dictation speed of sixty words per minute 
allowing fifteen errors during the five minute writing was the 
modal standard for the second-eemeeter shorthand classes In 
Montana high sohools. The next most popular standard was a
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lABLK XLVIII
oy @4 w m w w A  m m u a  m%@a aomoow 
I 9 ^ i 9 n
Wmg$h 9t
%&m f«t% mmâ
Me Met 
M t w ^
Dletetlo# MpeeM Fee Mlmete
ATOf# Allmmâ epâ to 30 to 10 II
W e  Mifmte feet
He twper #WW&mr4 2 0 0 0 k 0 4 0
I E*vey# 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1
3 &#TW# 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 %rr*r# 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 ii*rm 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
f*@ Jfimite feet
#o J * e w  A t e W e M 1 0 0 0 3 2 1 03 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 03 #MPwe 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0é %Mty# 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
7 Aver#, 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
$ myrey# 0 ■ 0 0 0 2 1 3 110 itre^e 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0
%pee Mlwte f##t 
Me W e e  M t ê W e N 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0
3 mwey# 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
t Myyey# 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
0 Myyey# 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
10 Me*ey# 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
13 %*w*. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Flee M l m #  feet
Me Myyey MtemdmW 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Kpyer# 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 03 Wyep# 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0# Mypey# 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 03 Myyep# 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0e feMpere 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
10 Mpyey# 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1
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TABW XUnil (#omtlnu#d)
ÿimaMËwmmrm mmmMwrn mTAMwrn# OF #6 mm%juwi M B U O  « % «  a m m o w  
i#fo#Wi
Wm##h of SietA* 
%i m  $##$ m &
## ##$ 8p##i f#F «laitl#
Krrof# All#*## «Pi » AO #0 0
fern %»#*# f#«t «# m w w 0 0 0 8 0 0 1 0
3 Iwpor# 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0
18 #w#e# 0 0 8 0 0 0 1 0
U  * M # M 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0W  % W # N * 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
20 $M#*# 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
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TA3LË XLIX
w o m w i p  aTAHDAm# 
I# 9 j m * M A  M m u c  K I M  KOmOPLK
1 9 j ^ w i
Wm##& of Dio$*# 
$lo# tost mâ 
lârroro Allowoë
S»»fî?^loK<itiom Kpood For Wlmmto 
O N  io ÿo id ÿb
Two Kim&to Toot
Ko Kfoo» KtoMord 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 W V O M 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
2 K n w o 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
j Avooo 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
15 K M W O 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Tbwo Klmoto TootKo KMPoo ttomdord 1 0 1 1 2 0 0
3 Koror# 0 0 0 0 I 0 00 %Tor# 0 0 0 0 I 0 010 Krrorg 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
15 K P M W 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 KWOfO 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
y&vo Klmmto Toot
Ko APfOf Btmo&ud 1 0 2 0 3 1 00 ËMPOOO 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3 i f w o 0 0 2 0 I 0 05 Awoo# 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
% Kffooo 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
10 KOvofO 0 1 3 1 1 0 111 Kroooo 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
12 KOfOOO 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
15 KKroM 0 0 3K 0 1 0 020 KOfOOO 0 0 1 0 9 0 125 Korooo 0 1 1 0 I 0 1
Tom Klmmto Toot
Ko iFTOl* KtomOood 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5 K w w o 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
fiftoom Klmoto Toot
Ko Kyyof Ktomdord 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5 Krroyo 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
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five mlnut# writing at eighty worfta per minute with an allow* 
emoe of four errors per minute or a total of twenty errors.
In a survey oonduoted in Illinois, the standard in fifty-five 
peroent of the oourses in small high sohools at the end of th# 
first year was set at sixty words per minute with variable 
allowanoeo for errors.^
'Green, SXX*» P» 133*
O R A W m  VIII 
BOOKKKPIRO AND BA3I0 NUSINKW 
Bookkeeping
Fr«n the printed meteriel publlehed In the peet few 
years, it would Appear that eowewhat of a ohaotlo oondltlon 
exlete In regarde to bookkeeping objeotlvee ae taught In the 
nation*a high eohoole. There does, however, eeem to be a
eoolO""develop#Bnt trend in moet proposed theories.
Among the objectives of bookkeeping mentioned In 
prefaces of several eurrent textbooks are;
1. To learn how to make better reeorda for 
personal and home use.2. To be able to Interpret and analyse business 
papers and records In the capacity of a consumer.
3. To study bookkeeping records and reports ae an aid in the management of business enterfwlse.
4. To train students for positions in bookkeep­
ing occupations.*
The fourth point In the preceding quotation has brought 
about the greatest change. While bookkeeping was previ«isly 
accepted as strictly a vocational course, the growth of com­
plex business structures and systems have set new demands for 
personal rather than vocational knowledge.
The high schools today are probably teaching book- 
keeping to over half a million students. If all these 
students succeeded in Obtaining jObs, there would have 
to be a complete turnover every two years In bookkeeping
^Tonne, P* 273.
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poBltlma, Moreover* oom# bo<Akecplng positions are filled by per#one who have had no formal Ine^raotlon, Obvlottsly, then* only a email pro ortlon of the boye 
and girl* reeelvlng bookkeeping Inetruotlon t/lll ever 
be able to uee their knowledge vooatlomally a# book­
keeper#.*
That Montana high eohoole have adopted thl# personalized 
theory is ehown In Table %%VI. Only nine of the one hundred 
seventy-slm eohoole offered bookkeeping for two year* ae a 
vooatlomal eooree*
Data odteeming the teaching .f bookkeeping le presented 
In Table L. Ho dleeueelon of the finding* 1* necessary since 
all material Is believed self-explanatory, Unlike typewriting 
and shorthand* comparative studies In standards and methods 
have been extrmeiy limited w d  little manlngfml Infoxwatlon 
is available.
Of textbooks used in Montana public high schools* nlne%- 
six percent of the school# reported using the nineteenth edltlm
o f  mâ,  fo u r
of the one hundred twelve schools reported the use of texts 
by authors other than Oarlscn* Frlokett and Forkner.
^onne, loo, olt.
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TABUS L
DATA OOKOBRNirO THE TBAOrilNO OF BOOKKBBPIKO 
IN MONTANA PUBLIC «IOH SOHOOLS
X950-1951*
S C H O O L  C R O U P #
II III IV
Total
Method of Aooroaoh
riwl^e.agla^
tToamal 2 4 5 9 2 22Aooomnt 2 1 426 5 2 14Balanoe Sheet 7 13 16 11 73gQOatlOR 3 2 13 4 6 28Oyole Plan 0 0 0 0 1 1
Type of Teagher
T e % % e r ™
Problem
Theory
Both
StaMardlzed l liM
Tee
No
lee
No
0 4 4
0 1 2  12 13 32
QotaMe Work Permit- 
lef^^'^rSefiee Sefe
120
6
6
180
1024
280
20
7
3015
13
3
12
90
106
5
3625
*§ata fycœ” i.lf ' Mtaime'd- qwetlonnalrea,
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TABLK LI
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0#R$wy 
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: 1 A
0 0 0 0 1 1
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Bmeio
.*«0 #b*re ttm wld*#pr##d convlotion thAW 
are eertalm eeommle twaeretamdlnge m &  certain bas- 
Imeee knoeledi^^ anA ekill# that ebculd b# reqolred 
of ell #fooA&ary atoAente juat %# learning in Logliah, 
oleioa# ana bealth edaoatlon are now requlrea an& for 
reaaona eonally aefenslbl#. Moreover, business 
eeoAooio training of a nonvooatlonal nature aboald 
be naAe available to a&alts for tAoa wrong bualnee# aethoae, poor judgewnta, and unwise deoielone of an 
eoonomio nature may be dleaetroaa and traglo.3
Baelo baelnees education has drawn a great deal of
Oow%ent from pereons in tbo oommerolal field. Generally
epeaking, available literature Indioate# a defiolenoy not only
in tbs course offering# but also in the manner of prementation. 
In 1 9W the United States Office of Muomtlon with the coopér­
ation of teachers on all levels of Inmtruotiom epmsored a 
general buminee# research project in bumineem Instruction#
The conclusions reacbmd In regard# to the failure of not 
aootmplishing a# maoh am desired in general business curriou- 
lumm were;
(a) the method# we use are entirely different than 
those needed in the skill subject#, and we are trained 
to teach skills.
(b> general j^iness is difficult to teach.
(e) We have left tea<Alng of general buelnemm 
subjects to the inespsrienced teachors in our eohoole.
(d) geleoted materiftls are not available to the
f̂raiife B, Kyker and Galen Jones, "The U, 8# Office 
of Muoation Look# at Business Education," UBIA Forum. 2:3%, 
Hirch, 19^7#
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teaoher anû ïm àoee not have time to go tarooglsi all material# and eeXeot thea,^
Montana appears to be in a similar position as are 
otnsr states In regards to basic business subject offerings. 
Basic business courses are not being offered by a sufficient 
number of Montana public high schools. whyf Bo^ttle states 
some of the reasons ehioh #ey be ineoleed in deficient oarrie* 
ula,
(1) The methods used in teaching basic business 
subject# are different from those used in teas Ing 
the skill subjects.
(2) The basic business subjects have become a 
dumping ground for poorer students in the schools.
\3) The business teachers have a full teaching l<md with just the skill subjects,
auperintendents are now hard pressed by demandsfor the addition of new cmirees in agriculture, social 
studies, industrial arts, etc. when it comes time to 
eliminate, they turn to what they consider the weakest
ccHirse. According to superintendents md principals,, 
this invariably seems to be a basic business subject,2
Of the reasons stated above, probably the third is most 
valid in Montana since the snallcr high schools in the state 
demand such a wide variety of teaching abilities that special­
isation in all fields is impossible.
The portion of the questionnaire concerning basic 
business yielded such a few responses that the material was
^Herbert F, fxeeaan, "Basic Business Education Ke- 
!?earch Study," 3*228, March, 1949,
Donald Beattie, "Who Should Teach the Basic Businecs 
Subjects, yilA forum. February, 1930.
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not! conaldered for prosentmtlon in thl# «tuây* The offering# 
of toasio baaineas have not maintained tbelr poaition during 
the past y ara# Table U I  presents the offerings listed in 
1928 oompared to the preaent offerings in Montana publie 
high sohools. % e  peroentages of sohools offering six baslo 
business eourses in I951 is lower in all six ooursee than 
the 1929 peroentage. Business mathematies# taught by almost 
one-Wlf of the sohools in 1929, is now being presented in 
cmly ten peroent of the soWols. Business geography, a oommon 
coturse in 1929* has all but vanished from present ourrloala 
as has business lAglish. It must also be noted that ten of 
the basis business courses presented twenty-two years ago 
have been discarded. Thus it may be oonoluded that basio 
bminess courses are on the deorewe In Montana school curric­
ula, a consequence in adverse position to modem advocations.
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QBAPT&R IX
OONOLUaiOHü MID NDATI0N3
As stmtsC In the beginning of thl# report, the finding# 
and oonolusl ne derived from thl# study are presented to 
in# true tors, administrât w e , m û  all other Interested person# 
in m  effort to moqualnt them vith existing oondltloos In 
oommerolal education programs in Montana public high sohools. 
All Of the following oonolmalons are derived trtm presented 
statistical data and ^ore detailed information may be fwnd 
under the pertinent chapter topics,
Frefessional Statue Oonelusions
1, Fifty percent of the total number of ooonmrcial 
teachers in this study have less than five years teaching 
experienoe, the median number of years approaching four and 
one^half yearn;,
2# Over twice as m m y  oomeeroial teachers are found 
in the grtnip having no teaching experience than in any other 
group graduated aooording to years of teaching experience. 
Thirty-six teachers or about twenty-three peroent of <m# hun­
dred fifty-nine commercial teachers returning questionnaires 
began teaching in September 1950
). larger sdhoolm do not employ as many beginning 
commercial teachers as do the smaller schools, Eighty-five
1)4
peroent of Ineaqperlenoed teaohere were plaoed in eohoole 
having enrollments under one hundred fifty gwipile.
4. Qommroial teadawere with the longest teaohing 
experlenoe tend to be loomted in the largest sohool systems 
in the state.
5. Approximately one» fourth of the eonmeroisl teachers 
have had no prtvlmis on»the»job oomsroial experience although 
sixty j^roent of the beginning teaohers had previous oooupa» 
tlonal experience,
6. Api^ximateXy ninety-three percent of one huMred 
fifty-nine instructors teaohing oosmsrcial courses have either 
a teaohing majw or teaohing minor in cosneroial subjects.
7. TeacWr training attainments have improved over 
previous standMP&s, At present, commercial teaohing majors 
are held by seventy-nine percent of wmmeroial teaohers as 
oospared with fifty peroent in 1929.
8. Following commercial subjects, English and history 
and social science were the most common teaching majors. Of 
teaohing majors received in addlticsi to commerce, English and 
social science were the most often m w W  fieMs.
9. Of all teaching minors held by teaohers of com­
mercial subjects, English and social science were the most 
commonly mentimed fields.
10. Approximately sixty percent of the Instructors 
teaohing commercial subjects received their degree In the
13^
field of eeoreterlel eolenoe# bueliwee Mmlnlstsraticws, or 
buelaee# eduoatlon.
11. Only nine of two hundred eigtkteen oommerelel 
te&ehere have not reeeived a Beobelor'e degree,
12. Of two hundred eighteen teaohers of oommroi&l 
eoureee, fourteen or ei% peroent have degrees higher than that 
of a Bachelor*# degree,
13. Degree# beetow#d on two hundred eighteen teaoher# 
in Montana were granted from Institutions representing twenty*» 
three states and Canada. Montana Institution# aooounted for 
one hundred fourteen degrees or about fifty-two peroent fol- 
lowed by Rorth Dakota and Minnesota %Ao were also second and 
third respeotlvely In 1929.
14. Montana State Univsrelty is the main source of 
supply for commercial teaohers with seventy-four or about 
thirty-four percent of two hundred eighteen commercial teacher 
placements,
15# %mre is no apparent statewide salary standard 
amcmg commercial teaohers,
lé. There is a notable positive correlation between 
salary distribution and teaching experience up to seven years 
of service after which there is little correlation,
17. No medians of any groups graduated according to 
years of teaching experlenoe meet the Montana Iduoatlon Associ- 
atlon adjusted salary reoomnendatlone for 1950# The group with
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no prevlouQ teaohing oxpcrlonoe oomc# closes*: to meeting the 
standard.
18, Many teacher# are etlll receiving salarie# below 
19^6 Montana Kduoatlon Association recommended standard#,
Currleului! Statue Gonoluelon#
19, Ten of one hundred eeventy-elx eohoole in September 
1950 did not Include any commercial course# in their currioulum. 
Over a two year span, 1949-I951, only two school# or about one 
percent did not have a commercial offering ae conQjared to 
ninety-nine of one hundred ninety-six sohools in 1925 that
did not have at least one ooomereial course included in their 
curriculum,
20, Typewriting leads all other oosueeroial omtraet
in the number of schools offering commercial subjects. First- 
year typewriting wis taught by about ninety-nine peroent of 
one hundred seventy-six sohools and about eighty-seven peroent 
taught seoond-year typewriting,
21, Of a total of two hundred ninety-eight typewriting 
classes offered in September 1951# twice an many stWente were 
enrolled than in all other oommerolal courses combined,
22, Twenty percent of the students enrolled in school 
in September 1951 were enrolled in typewriting olaseee.
23, As the enrollment of the school decreases, the 
percentage of students in the school taking typewriting in-
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or#a#e#.
24. Vocational typewriting Is offered later In high 
sohool than Is personal typewriting,
25. The combination of personal and vocational type* 
writing is offered almost exclusively in the second and third 
years of high school^ the later being the more prominent,
26. Approximately ei#ity*three percent of all type­
writers used Royals and Underwood# of which the forcer
is slightly favored. In 1929, the Underwood was not challeng4^ 
for the top spot and the Royal comprised about seven percent 
of the machines in use,
27. Electric typewriters have not yet been introduced 
on an extensive scale since only four of one hundred seventy- 
six high schools report using electric machines,
20, The modal height of typewriting tables 1# twenty- 
seven inoWs, tW#e inch## below the recommended height of 
thirty inches,
29, Of typewriting aids used, blank keys and wall 
charts are the most commonly mentioned aids while only thirty- 
seven peroent of the sohools have demmstmtion stands, 
Metronomio aide are being discarded from typewriting instruc­
tion in Montana high schools,
30, The modal minimum standard for first-semester 
typewriting was twenty-five net words per minute for five 
minutes allowing one error per minute. For the second-semester,
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a writing of thirty-flv® net worâe per minute for ten minute# 
with one error allowed per minute wee moet oomiaonly reported.
31' Sgjalaa V  Le##enberry is
ueed almost etelueleely by typewriting claseee in Montana.
32, SbortMM, while being offered by more eobool# 
than bookkeeping, does not have as many student# enrolled a# 
bookkeeping.
33, Approximately eigbty*fwr pereent of the eobool# 
offer fir@t*year shorthand a# eoapared to forty^three peroent 
for eeooM-year shorthand.
34, Tmnsoription is not being offered a# a sepamte 
oouree in HontsAa high eohools,
35* Gregg shorthand System is almost exoluairely 
taught with eighty pereent of the high sohool# offering the 
simplified system. A greater peroentage of firet-year short» 
hand olasses are using the simplified system than #e@wd»year 
olasses.
36. The majority of eohools reporting preferenoe# of 
s lorthand methods found the simplified method preferable 
because of Inoreaees in dioWWMàs-mpesd and transcription speed.
37. Most schools offer beginning shorthand in î ie 
third year of high eohool.
38. In the first semester of shorthaM, stmdards are 
so varied that a modal group is not desigimted. In the second- 
semester offerings, a dictation speed of sixty words per minute
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for five minute# Allowing » total of fifteen error# va# ©oat 
often reported at the standard required by oommerolal teaohers.
39. m m A W w a n  m m i  a i E m W f W  w a  &i9r
Motion aimplifl# were found a# the text# moet often used.
40. Plrat*year bookkeeping io offered by seventy-eight 
peroent of the aohools; however, seoond-yesr bookkeeping Is 
offered by only nine eohools, seven of vhioh are in the eohool 
group ooeprised of the largest eohools in the state.
^1* 2 m a : W A  W A a t a i n g  m l  wa#
used in ninety-six peroent of the eohools teaohing bookkeeping.
42, Only one of every four eohools offered a oouree of 
a general business nature. Slnoe 1929 ©ore high eohools are 
offering oomsmeroial ooorsee but the variety of oommerolal 
subjects has been sharply reduced which indicates a trend from 
a broad commercial offering to a more limited ourrioulum.
43. Oommeroial class enrollments have been reduced 
from a median of twenty otudents in 19^ to thirteen in 1950-
1951.
44, The median numbt̂ r of students enrolled in the 
"big three" courses for the first year offerings vas found to 
be fifteen students in bookkeeping olasses, fourteen in type­
writing, and nine In shorthand classes.
45. While more students are presently enrolled in all 
of the "big three" courses than in 1929, only in typewriting
is the present percentage of oormeroial students to total
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fttâdeiit enrollment of eohoole in the etody greater than in 
1929.
Eeoomendat i one
A study similar to this survey and that made by Mies 
Young in 1929 should be oonduoted within the next deoade.
A study related speolflcally to shorthand methods 
should be oonduoted within the next two years,
Community surveys and follow-up studies of business 
graduates are needed to determine whether high school programs 
are training pupils for actual business opportunities.
A study should be made of the ommmeroial coopérative 
training progreuas in high schools.
The subject of ccmsmroial teaoher training should be 
more thoroughly investigated since the subject is too involved 
to be adequately treated in a survey of a subject field.
3et standards for cfwaeroial teaohing majors and minors 
should be formulated.
fcacher salaries shwld be increased to Montana Educa­
tion Association recommendat1one as adjusted to cost of living 
index.
More Montana commercial teachers should beocme members 
of professional oommerolal organizations.
Research by professional organizations such as the
Ikl
United Bueiness Muontion Assoolation» Western Basinese Teachers 
Association, and Mcmtana Buslnees Teachers Association should 
he increased for only a very limited amount of material con­
cerning commercial education in Montana ouhlic high schools 
is available.
More basic business courses should be Included in high 
school curricula and the trend to discontinue some commercial 
courses in favor of courses in other subject fields should be 
curtailed.
The heights of typewriter tables should be raided to 
approach acceptable standards.
In typewriting instruction, more schools should make 
use of demonstration stands.
Blank typewriter keys as an aid to typewriting in­
struction should be abandompd.
A course in transcription should be included in the 
curricula whenever possible.
Typewriting should be offered not later than the second 
year of high school.
A set standard of typewriting and shorthand require­
ments should be formulated to be used in all Montana high 
schools.
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Corbin Hall.
Montana State University 
Missoula, Montana 
February 5, 1951
In order to ascertain the general status of commercial 
education in Montana public high schools, a questionnaire is 
being sent to high school orihcipals throughout the state. 
This study, which will be used by the undersigned as a oar- 
tial fulfillment of the reauirements for a Masters of Arts 
Degree, will be of soecial interest to teachers in the com­
mercial field and high school administrators. It is being 
made under the direction of Mrs. Brenda Wilson of the School 
of Busineos AdmInistrati on and Dean Linus Carleton of the 
School of Education at Montana State University. No similar 
study has been made for a score of years. If a generous 
response to this effort can be secured, facts and opinions 
will ne made avail.able which will he In you to make decisions 
as to the direction commercial education should take in the 
future
The professional questionnaire on the half-sized sheet 
is to be filled out by each teacher of commercial courses in 
your system. Tne curriculum questionnaire is to be filled 
out by the administrator with the assistance of the commer­
cial teachers. The d a ’a revealed by these questionnaires 
will be generalized i-U:;o school groups according to size of 
enrollments and ro identification of particular schools will 
be made in the paper.
I earnestly solicit your cooperation in this study and 
ask that you fill out the questionnaire as accurately, com­
pletely and oromptly as cessible. The questionnaire may be 
returned in the enclosed seIf-addressed stamoed envelooe. 
Please inform me if an adequate number of forms has not been 
received by you and I will mail additional forms to you im­
mediately.
I wish to thank you in advance for your time and coop­
eration..
fours very truly,
Robert G. Langenbach
Corbin Hall
Montana State University 
Missoula, Montana 
March 5» 1951
On February 5> 1951, a letter with an enclosed ques­
tionnaire concerning Commercial insthuctors and courses was 
mailed to you. To date no rèaporlse to thlS questionnaire 
has been received from your school. If your returns have 
already been mailed, please dlshegard this letter; however,
If you have not sent them, may 1 respectfully urge that you 
do so.
Upon completion of this study in June 1951, I plan to 
submit to the editors of the Montana Education Association 
Journal a summary of results obtained from this study In 
which questionnaires on the status of commercial education 
in Montana public high schools were sent to l69 high schools.
As mentioned in the original letter of transmittal, no 
reference will be made to any school system but rather all 
data will be consolidated into five groups divided according 
to size of enrollment.
I will sincerely aporeclate your returning the ques­
tionnaire previously mailed to you so that it will be pos­
sible to make a truly thorough and complete study. If the 
questionnaire has been misplaced or additional forms are 
needed, I will forward them to you immediately upon your 
request.
Very truly yours.
Robert G. Langenbach
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M#m# of ooamefoiml Ineti^otor
Wo# many y oar# of e«peri*neo have ym had in toaohing oammer- 
Olal eotti^oot
Ho# many year# of om^rlonoe have yoa had in ooamoroial oooo- 
natlon# other than teaohing?
What are year teaching majore?
What are year teaohing minora?
In vhat field did yon reoeive yoar de&ree?
Are y oar a mee^r of the following profeeeional organization#?
 MEA (Montana idaoation Aesoeiition)
........ JdhTf (National Baainee# Teaoher# federation)
jiBMA (Whited ittfiineis Maoation Aeeooiatlon)
hifA (hontana Baeineee Teaoher# Aeeooiaticm)
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INyOhWATIÜ# ComO&Afiim TMk IWiOülW W  TIP&WhITIH#
What typ# of typowltlng ooitrso Is offtroôt
  f̂ere ornai........JFoeationml Combination
Hov many of the follotdng typewriter® are at al labié for 
InetrmotionT
  Un&Krmoed loyal L. S, Bmlth
 ,., Memlnmton Other make#
Are the folloving mood In typewriting Imetrootlom#
 -Blank key#  Wall Chart# Demoaotratlon otand
 Wetro#WM  .,.%rn» oaoer M amdardlaed test®
Phoaooraoh Publlehed form# or workbook#
What 1® the height of typewiting table# m#ed?
What style of table Is ###6? IWlvlëmal  Mmltiol#
What otamdard# are ##t for first semmster typewriting?
 ........ _.. ,.tfsaal length of timed writing
Nialmnm met words per minmte
Waximms oMPOMi allowed per minute
What standard# are #et fmr second •emester typewriting?
ttsttal length of timed writing 
rnnlmum met word# per minute
Maximum erroM allowed per minute
In what years of high eohool are the following course# offered?
Personal typing Vocation typing
What is the title and author of tne typewriting text used?
INfOhWAtlON GONOLANINü m b T&AG Of jW X)KKW l$* 1^2 
Mimt method of epproeeh le ueed in first yter claeeeet
Joarnal àeoount Belanee sheet
 M uatloa Other method
What ty^ %)f teaoher test is given?
 Problem Theory Both
Are etandardleed tests ueed? Tee No
Are student# permitted to vork on praotloe sets outside of 
elaseroome? Tee No
Mow many praotloe sets are ueed?
..First semester 9eeomd eemeeter Seeond year 
In vhat years of high school le bookkeeping offered?
What is the title and author of the bookkeeping texts ueed?
............ .,............. . .̂......   first year
Second year
What is the title and author of baelo business texts ueed?
Is basic business content of am exploratory nature for other
business courses? Yes Ro
Are the following aide ueed in basic general busInsee?
Outside If cturers Field trips Soranbooke
Visual aide Other aide
Whut type of coopérative part*tlrme training has been established 
for business students?
Office practice Retailing and selling
 None ___________ _ _______________ _ _____Other
APPENDIX 0 15^
NAM& AND UMATION Of AODTANA i'U^»UO (UQM 
60HOOW THAI LUA3TlO**AlRA6
OAowp I acaoow
Billing* H i #  Bnhonl
Billing#, Nnntnnm 
Onmter OnanHy High Dohool 
Mil*# City, Mnataan Daw#nn County High Bohool 
0l#ndi¥«, Wontnnn 
fInthemâ County High iohool 
X*li#p#ll, X*mt*nn 
@%llmtin County High School 
Bo###»m, Moatnnn 
#w%t fall# H i #  Sehool 
Cront fnlle, Hontnnm 
Clatgow High Bohool 
Claigoif, Montnn*
Helena High School 
Helena, Hontnna Havre High iohool 
Havre, *on$#nm Mi##oulm Connty High dohool 
Mitiouia, Mcntnmn Park 0<mnty High School 
WLtingetom, Mm^cna Sidney H i #  Behool 
BMmey, Kontnn*
6HÜUP II 80H0DLB
Annooad# High School 
Ancoond#, Monteo»Beaverhead County High School 
Dillon, Momtnma 
Chinook High School 
Chinook, Menton#
Columbia fall# High School 
Columbia fall#, Montana 
Out Bank high School 
Out Bank, Montana Fairfield High School 
fairfield, Montana
ChOUP II SOHJOLS (ontd)
Fairviee High School 
Fairview, Montana 
Hamilton High School 
Hamilton, Montana 
Hardin High School 
Hardin, Montana 
Laurel High School Laurel, Montana 
Libby H i #  School 
Libby, Montana 
Malta M i #  school 
Malta, Montana 
PlentyeOod High school 
Plentymcod, Montana Poison High School 
Polcon, Montana 
Povell County High School Deer Lodge, Montana 
Ronan High School Honan, Me#tana 
Scobey High School 
ioobey, Montana Shelby High School 
Shelby, Montana 
Mhitefich High School 
Whitcfich, Montana 
Wolf Pyint High School 
Wolf Point, Montana
OiWOP III SOHUOLo
Abcarokce High school
Afccarokee, Montana 
Baker High School 
Baker, Ncntana 
Belfry High School 
Belfry, Montana 
Belgrade High School 
Belgrade, Montana
NAMK W O ATim W  MiJRTAmA HIGH
gOHOOia THAT RBTURKSID kUmTIGNXAlWLS
wwu? 11% aoaooLG (eonw>
B#lt Valley High SoAool Belt Valley, Memtenm 
llgforls Mlgh 3@Aeel mLgferk, Xentene 
Big Bendy Wlgh Beheal Big Beedy, iemtene 
Bridger High BeBool 
Bridger, Momtene Breedme Bigh Beheel 
Breed### Meetene Breedweter Oeemty High Behoel 
Teeneend, Mmtenm 
Breening dign Beheel Browning, Montene 
Garter Oouoty Big# Boboel Bkelake, Montene 
Oheteee digb Bonool 
Ohoteee, xenteme 
Oirele Big# Bebool 
Girole, Monteee 
GolomWe Migh SeAool 
OolWAue, Montane 
Berior Big# Beheol 
Derby, Montene 
Ennie High Gebeol 
%nl#, Montene fereytb Big# iehool 
foreytb, Montene 
Garfield Oonnty Bigh debool Jordan, Wontmn#
Merles Big# aebool 
Berlef«, Montene 
Berlowtown High Beheel 
Herlowtown. Montane Bet Onring# nig# debeol 
Hot Springe, Xonteme 
Hymen High aoAool 
Hymam, Montene 
Ledge Greem Big# aebool 
Ledge Gremm# Wontene Plain# Big# Bebeol Pleine, Nwtene
MtoUf III BQHOOLS (eontd)
ropier High Behool 
Poplar, Montana 
Roundup High Behool 
Roundup, Montana 
at. IgpM&tiu# Blgh SehOol at. %gnatium, Montana 
Btamford High Behool Stanford, Montana 
ferry High Sonool 
ferry, Montana fhoapetm fall# High Senool 
fhompeon fall#, Montane fbree forte High School 
Three fork#. Montane 
Troy High Senool 
Troy, Montana Twin Bridge# High School 
Tvin Bridge#, Montana 
White Sulphur Spring# High Sehool 
White Bulphur Springe, Montana 
Whitehall ai#& Sehool Whitehall, Montana 
Wibau% Oounty High School Wibaux, M(N»taoa 
Worden High School 
Worden, Montana
OROUf IV SGBOOL3
Alberton 31Ah School 
Alberton, Montana Gheater High School 
Gheeter, Montana 
Ooletrip High School 
Coletrlp, Montana Gulbertec-p High Uchool 
Oulberteon, 'Montana Denton High School 
Denton, Montana 
Dodeom High School 
Dodeon, Montana
1^6
«AWh Mm LOWTlOn OP NONTAN* PUBLIC dI0K 
8GH00LÜ TilAT RLTUI<MLD <^U&3TI0NBAlRSg
mtuüf IV OOWOÜW (oomW)
High 
Wgmr, Montaa* 
floremo# Ki%h SoAoel 
Flor#*%e## contmm» 
froia Mifett âeaool- 
Fpôid,
Promberg lULgh b4h*Ql 
froeberg, Xomtmn»
@#r»161n# Kigh Sqhool 
@#p*lain#* Wontanm 
CMmite County High 6@hool 
Phlllpeburg, Kont&n»
Hhbgon High iW%ool 
Hoboon, Momtann 
Joffeygrm County Hi^h Oohool 
Boulder, Zion tuna 
Joliet High School Joliet, Montano 
*ox«m High Sehool 
Noxon, Montana Ooboi* High School 
Ooheim, Mtmtana Park City High Cahool 
Park City, Montana 
Pooer High School 
Power, Montana hichoy High School hiohoy, Montana 
hudyard High School 
Rudyard, Montana Hycgate High & A 00I 
heygate, Montana 
Camd Cculc# High School 
Sand Coulee, Montana 
Caeage High School 
Savage, Mwitana 
Shepherd Himh School 
Shepherd, Montana 
hheridem High School 
Sheridan, Montana
OHÜÜP IV BCJOOLS (contd)
Superior fli# School 
Superior, Montana 
Victor High School 
Victor, Montana 
wcctby High achool Weetby, Hiwtana
CROOP V BCHOOW
Antelope High B4A 00I 
Antelope, Montana 
Box tlder High Bchool 
Box alder, ontana 
Brady High School Brady, Montana 
Broadview High @#iool 
Broadview, Montana 
Buffalo High School Buffalo, Montana 
Ouster High School 
Ouster, -ontana Dixon High School 
Dixon, Montana 
fraser High School 
fraser, ontana frenchtown Hii-h Oohool 
frenchtown, Montana 
Qcyser High achool deyser, Montana Harrison High School 
Harrison, Montana 
Highucod High School 
Highwocd, Montana Hinghan High School 
Hingham, Montana 
lenay High School 
If;nay, Montana Jo lin High School 
Joplin, Montana
Ij?
NAKm Am) LOCATION MONTANA .'UBLIC Aimi 8GÜÜ0W TWIT kUNSTioNNAiama
(WtOUf V 80:;O0W (oontc)
Lwbert Migh W w e l  Lambert, Kantama 
Levina aigh @#h*ol 
Lavime, Montane 
Melaonte # 1 #  Oaboai 
Maletome, Montana Moaaiela High W W o l  
Mnaaeeln, Montana 
Now# M%gb sohool Mnore, Montana Aieeelabell High jSahoel 
*kieeelenall, Montana oilwont Migh Oahaol 
Oilmont, MontafA Rapelj# Mi0% @obool 
Mapelje, Montana RaeApolnt Bohaol 
Meedpbint, Montana 
Hobart# Higb 3#bool Hdbert#, Montana Roar aobool Hoy, 'i Mit ana 8$, k#gi# High tebool 
St, Megla* Montana Turner Higb sshooî 
Tamer, Montana 
Virginia Olty High sehool 
Virginia Clt;-, Montana Wlmm#tt High )^ool 
M|nn#tt, Montana
APPENDIX D lj8
EXAMPLE OP MEA MINIMUM SALARY SOHEDUIÆ ADJUSTED TO GOST-OP- 
LIVING INDEX
TM® follqwing soheâul® la m  exmmple of mdjüatlng the 
MEA «eheâule to oo#t-of-llvlng (CLI) index. The index la 175» 
as of Nov. 15, 1950I released Dee, 1950 by the Sureau of Labor Statietles Is used in this example. The 1946 MEA eehedule was based on an index of 145. This represents an inorease of 30 
points or an inorease of approximately ZlS, An Inorease of #100 warn allowed for emeh 6 points inomase on the OLÏ, This 
means an inorease of #500 at the tmse point on the MEA eohedule,
Consequently an inorease. for example, of six points on 
ex (to 181) would m  orease of 6 polnti example eohedule.
the Ind e m  another 1100 inorease and a de- 0 i ts would result in a deorease of #100 in the
The index figure preoeeding Naroh 1st released by tl» Bureau of Labor 8tatisties eaoh year should be used to adjust eaoh year*8 salary eohedule.
T R A I N I W G
Xre.Exp. 1 9.
2 q. 1 q. 2 q. 1 9. 2 q.
MEA '46 2100 220p 2250 2300 _2350 2400 2450 2509
0 2600 2650 2700 2750 2800 2850 2900 2950 30001 2660 2710 2760 2625 2875 2925 2990 3040 30902 2720 2770 2820 2900 2950 3000 3080 3130 3180
3 2780 2830 2880 2975 3025 2075 3170 3220 32704 2840 2090 2940 3050 3100 3150 3260 3310 3360
5 2900 2950 3000 3125 2175 3225 3400 34503 W6 2960 3010 3060 3200 3250 3300 34907 3020 3070 3120 3275 33253400 l U o 3540 3580 36308 3O8O 3130 3180 33503425 3620 3670 37209 3140 3190 3240 3475 3525 3710 3760 381010
u
3200 3250 3300 3500 3550 3600 38003890 % 39003990408012 3980 4030
Sohedule continued on following page.
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